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SUMMARY

Unraveling the evolution of plant polyploids is a challenge when their diploid progenitor species are extinct

or unknown or when genome sequences of known progenitors are unavailable. Existing subgenome identi-

fication methods cannot adequately infer the homeologous genomes that are present in the allopolyploids

if they do not take into account the potential existence of unknown progenitors. We addressed this chal-

lenge in the widely distributed dysploid grass genus Brachypodium, which is a model genus for temperate

cereals and biofuel grasses. We used a transcriptome-based phylogeny and newly designed subgenome

detection algorithms coupled with a comparative chromosome barcoding analysis. Our phylogenomic sub-

genome detection pipeline was validated in Triticum allopolyploids, which have known progenitor geno-

mes, and then used to infer the identities of three subgenomes derived from extant diploid species and four

subgenomes derived from unknown diploid progenitors (ghost subgenomes) in six Brachypodium polyplo-

ids (B. mexicanum, B. boissieri, B. retusum, B. phoenicoides, B. rupestre and B. hybridum), of which five

contain undescribed homeologous subgenomes. The existence of the seven Brachypodium progenitor geno-

mes in the polyploids was confirmed by their karyotypic barcode profiles. Comparative phylogenomics of

nuclear versus plastid trees allowed us to formulate hypothetical homoploid hybridizations and allo- and

autopolyploidization scenarios that could have generated the six Brachypodium polyploids.

Keywords: Brachypodium, chromosomal barcodes, ‘ghost’ progenitor genomes, phylogenomic subgenome

detection pipeline, polyploids.

INTRODUCTION

While the genomic origins of some polyploid plants have

been deduced using comparative genomics (e.g. wheats;

Marcussen et al. 2014a; Appels et al. 2018), deciphering

the genomic history of many allopolyploids has proven to

be challenging when the progenitor species are extinct or

unknown (Soltis and Soltis 2016), or when the parental

genomes are highly similar (Brassac and Blattner 2015;

Kamneva et al. 2017). Incomplete genome assemblies fur-

ther complicate the delineation of homeologous genomes in
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allopolyploid plants, which is the typical scenario in angios-

perms outside of a few well-studied plants (Soltis et al. 2016;

Scholthof et al. 2018). Multispecies coalescent species trees

and networks, together with syntenic read-mapping phyloge-

netic approaches, have successfully reconstructed the history

of the homeologous genomes of some allopolyploid plants

(Bombarely et al. 2014; Bertrand et al. 2015; Marcussen

et al. 2015; Novikova et al. 2016; Oxelman et al. 2017). How-

ever, most of these cases are allopolyploids with known

diploid ancestors. Few studies have identified subgenomes

that were derived from unknown diploid ancestors (hereafter

referred to as ghost subgenomes; Kamneva et al. 2017) or

have explicitly searched for ‘ghost’ subgenomes (Marcussen

et al. 2015). Coalescence-based methods account for incom-

plete lineage sorting (ILS) events across the gene trees and

create consensus merging scenarios for the subgenomes

within allopolyploids (Marcussen et al. 2015; Kamneva

et al. 2017). Nonetheless, these protocols are challenging

due to the computational overhead for the likelihood or

Bayesian-based methods (e.g. AlloppNET and AlloppMUL

models; Jones 2017; Oxelman et al. 2017). Additionally,

selecting the optimal hybridization scenarios is impeded in

cases in which the progenitor diploid genomes are unknown

and as the number of possible subgenome combinations

increases with ploidy (Bertrand et al. 2015; Marcussen

et al. 2015).

Allopolyploids are common in the grass family and

account for 70% of the current species (Stebbins 1949; Kel-

logg 2015). The genus Brachypodium has been developed as

a model system for cereals and biofuel grasses (Scholthof

et al. 2018; Catal�an and Vogel 2020). The development of

numerous experimental and genomic resources has made

this pooid genus an indispensable tool for investigating

many aspects of the biology and evolution of grasses, and

monocots more broadly, and as a tool for translating funda-

mental biological insights to crop species (Catal�an and

Vogel 2020). Recent phylogenetic studies suggest that

allopolyploidy has been a prevalent speciation mechanism in

Brachypodium (Catal�an et al. 2016; D�ıaz-P�erez et al. 2018)

and, indeed, that most allopolyploid Brachypodium species

likely resulted from crosses of dysploid progenitor species

that had different basic chromosome numbers (Betekhtin

et al. 2014; D�ıaz-P�erez et al. 2018). The best-known case is

the annual allotetraploid B. hybridum (2n = 30, x = 10 + 5),

which was derived from the cross and subsequent genome

doubling of the diploid B. stacei-type (2n = 20, x = 10) and B.

distachyon-type (2n = 10, x = 5) progenitors (Catal�an

et al. 2012, 2014; L�opez-�Alvarez et al. 2012; Shiposha

et al. 2020; Gordon et al. 2020). The re-creation of a stable

synthetic allotetraploid that phenotypically resembles the nat-

ural B. hybridum corroborated the allopolyploid origin of this

neopolyploid species (Dinh Thi et al. 2016). In contrast, the

evolutionary history of the perennial Brachypodium allopoly-

ploids is more intriguing due to their full or partial ghost

subgenomes, which have only been studied with a limited

set of nuclear and plastid loci (Catal�an et al. 2016; D�ıaz-P�erez

et al. 2018).

Here, we use a novel approach (phylogenomic subgenome

detection; PhyloSD) to uncover the homeologous subge-

nomes in Brachypodium allopolyploids, and reconstruct their

evolution focusing specifically on species whose diploid pro-

genitors are extinct or unknown. We used the well-known

phylogeny and diploid progenitor genomes of the allopoly-

ploid Triticum species (Marcussen et al. 2014a) to benchmark

our algorithms. Then, we applied the algorithms to six puta-

tive polyploid Brachypodium species in an attempt to retrieve

their reticulate history. We used our subgenome detection

algorithms as an a priori assignment of homeologs to the

genomes of their hypothetical diploid progenitors. We further

validated the computational pipeline and reconstructed a

robust phylogeny for the genomes and homeologous subge-

nomes of 12 Brachypodium species and ecotypes. These

computational approaches were validated using fluorescence

in situ hybridization (FISH)-based comparative chromosome

barcoding (CCB), which enables the specific painting of

whole chromosomes or specific regions. CCB proved to be

effective in tracking the structural and evolutionary trajecto-

ries of individual chromosomes and whole karyotypes in

some dicots (e.g. Arabidopsis thaliana and its relatives; Lysak

et al. 2006) and monocots (e.g. rice; Hou et al. 2018), and

recently contributed to dissecting the karyotype organization

of some Brachypodium species (Lusinska et al. 2019). Our

combined phylogenomic and cytomolecular strategy enables

us to propose hypotheses about the identities of both previ-

ously known as well as unknown progenitor genome donors

in the studied Brachypodium polyploid species and to infer

their times of origin. Genome and transcriptome-wide analy-

ses together with comparative phylogenomics or network

analyses of nuclear and chloroplast genomes have been used

to postulate potential hybridization and polyploidization sce-

narios that gave rise to the plant polyploids (Doyle and

Egan 2010; Marcussen et al. 2015; Oxelman et al. 2017). The

use of these comparative nuclear versus plastome

approaches in our study allowed us to advance hypothetical

evolutionary scenarios that explain the likely origins of allo-

and autopolyploid Brachypodium species.

RESULTS

The PhyloSD pipeline

The PhyloSD pipeline employs three sequential algorithms:

Nearest Diploid Species Node; Bootstrapping Refinement;

and Subgenome Assignment (Figure 1a–c). The input data

are a set of pre-computed multiple sequence alignments

(MSAs) of coding sequences (CDS) and transcripts that

contain the ingroup diploid orthologs and polyploid home-

ologs and outgroup orthologs. The pipeline consists of:

(i) a computational filtering step; (ii) labeling the
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homeologs; and (iii) allocating the homeologs to subge-

nomes; a detailed description of the pipeline is provided in

Appendix S1 (see also Figure S1).

The Nearest Diploid Species Node algorithm labels the

homeologous sequences according to their grafting posi-

tions with respect to the nearest diploid species in the opti-

mal diploid skeleton tree and its stem branch (Figure 1a).

MSAs with missing diploid sequences and non-

overlapping alignment blocks are discarded. Maximum

likelihood (ML) phylogenetic trees are subsequently esti-

mated for each of the curated MSAs, thereby obtaining

exploratory gene trees (Figure 1a). These trees are further

filtered, keeping only the most frequent partitions with a

diploid skeleton topology congruent with that of the

diploid species tree. The diploid species tree was obtained

from parallel coalescent analyses (ASTRAL, STEAC, STAR).

Then, the homeologs are labeled in each partition tree

according to their grafting positions concerning the near-

est diploid species in the optimal diploid skeleton tree

using ad hoc labeling rules (‘a’ to ‘i’; Figures 1a, 2a and

3a), and assuming that each homeolog type would repre-

sent a subgenome in the polyploid. A labeled ML consen-

sus tree is then computed from all of the labeled partitions

(Figures 1a and S1).

The Bootstrapping Refinement algorithm tests the label-

ing of the homeologs. Bootstrap analyses are performed to

generate patterns of the branch distribution for each home-

olog type, assuming that a single homeolog could have

been grafted in topological-vicinity branches by accident.

The labeled MSAs from the previous step are pruned and

used to generate new datasets, each of which contains all

of the diploid orthologs plus one polyploid homeolog at a

time (Figure 1b). Next, 1000 labeled ML bootstrapping

trees (boottrees) are computed for each pruned alignment.
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Figure 1. A summarized workflow of the phylogenomic subgenome detection (PhyloSD) pipeline highlighting the three Nearest Diploid Species Node (a), Boot-
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sequences, respectively. The 1st-Labeled Homeologs’ ML consensus tree (*) that was obtained from the Nearest Diploid Node algorithm (a) was fine-tuned by
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relabeled, after the assignment of homeologs to single or compound subgenomes, resulting in the Subgenomic ML consensus tree (****). ML, maximum likeli-

hood; MSA, multiple sequence alignment; PCoA–MST, principal coordinate analysis and superimposed minimum spanning tree.
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Table 1 Homeolog allelic and subgenomic datasets: (a) Triticum–Aegilops; (b) Brachypodium

(a)

Taes Ttur

# % # %

Homeolog type
a 3 2.2* 4 4.7*
b 1 0.7* 1 1.2*
c 35 25.5 31 36.0
d 5 3.6* 4 4.7*
e 2 1.5* 1 1.2*
f 45 32.8 – –
g 5 3.6* 5 5.8*
h 4 2.9* 7 8.1*
i 37 27.0 33 38.4
Total 137 100 86 100

Inferred subgenome
A (a) – – – –
B (b) – – – –
C (c) 35 29.9 31 48.4
D (d) – – – –
E (e) – – – –
F (f) 45 38.5 – –
G (g) – – – –
H (h) – – – –
I (i) 37 31.6 33 51.6
Total 117 100 64 100

(b)

Bmex Bboi Bret Bhyb Brup Bpho6 Bpho422

# % # % # % # % # % # % # %

Homeolog type
a 89 47.8 70 39.5 26 12.9 2 0.9* – – 3 1.4* 1 0.5*
b 43 23.1 31 17.5 8 4.0* 126 55.8 1 0.5* – – 1 0.5*
c 39 21.0 39 22.0 38 18.9 2 0.9* – – 3 1.4* 2 1*
d 6 3.2* 8 4.5* 2 1.0* 96 42.5 1 0.5* 3 1.4* 2 1*
e 9 4.8* 22 12.4 59 29.4 – – 42 21 54 25 46 23
f 0 0.0* 3 1.7* 15 7.5* – – 24 12 43 20 38 19
g 0 0.0* 3 1.7* 31 15.4 – – 58 29 50 23 57 28
h 0 0.0* – – 12 6.0* – – 40 20 26 12 25 12
i 0 0.0* 1 0.6* 10 5.0* – – 34 17 31 15 30 15
Total 186 100 177 100 201 100 226 100 200 100 213 100 202 100

Inferred subgenome
A1 (a + b + c) 171 100 – – – – – – – – – – – –
A2 (a + b + c + e; a + c) – – 162 100 64 41.6 – – – – – – – –
B (b) – – – – – – 126 56.8 – – – – – –
D (d) – – – – – – 96 43.2 – – – – – –
E1 (e + g) – – – – 90 58.4 – – – – – – – –
E2 (e) – – – – – – – – 42 21.2 54 26.5 46 23.47
G (f + g + h + i) – – – – – – – – 156 78.8 150 73.5 150 76.53
Total 171 100 162 100 154 100 222 100 198 100 204 100 196 100

Number (#) and percentage (%) of polyploid homeolog alleles that were detected in the studied species by our Nearest Diploid Species
Node and Bootstrapping Refinement algorithms using the aligned genes (a) and core transcripts (b). The homeologs were classified into
nine homeolog types (‘a’ to ‘i’) according to their grafting positions in the diploid skeleton tree (Figures 2a and 3a). Those occurring in less
than 10% of the selected genes in each accession (see asterisks) were removed from the downstream analyses. The inferred homeologous
subgenomes of the studied polyploids that were selected and labeled according to the Subgenome Assignment algorithm and the ploidy
level of each polyploid species that was inferred by cytogenetic data.
Taes, Triticum aestivum; Ttur, Triticum turgidum; Bmex, Brachypodium mexicanum; Bboi, Brachypodium boissieri; Bret, Brachypodium
retusum; Bhyb, Brachypodium hybridum; Brup, Brachypodium rupestre; Bpho, Brachypodium phoenicoides.
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The robustness of the grafted homeologs is assessed

using a low bootstrap support cut-off (BS < 10%) in each

of the consensus boottrees with a congruent diploid skele-

ton topology. Poorly represented homeolog types are

removed. Then, 100 boottrees are randomly selected from

each group and the homeologs are relabeled. The home-

olog grafting frequencies from each of the 100 boottrees

are computed, and the resulting homeologs’ ML consen-

sus tree is constructed (Figures 1b and S1).

The Subgenome Assignment algorithm allocates the

homeologs to the corresponding defined polyploid subge-

nomes based on: (i) the frequency ranks of their grafting

distributions (Figure 1c); and (ii) the clusters of homeologs

in a principal coordinate analysis (PCoA) with a superim-

posed minimum spanning tree (MST) plot (Figure 1c). The

PCoA–MST is obtained from the pairwise patristic dis-

tances computed from the ML consensus tree retrieved in

the second step (Figures 1b and S1). The bootstrap graft-

ing distributions of the homeologs are evaluated to deter-

mine their circumscription to a single or a few contiguous

branches of the species tree (Figure 1c). The homeologs

are assigned to single-type (single-allelic) subgenomes if

they were grafted to single branches with the highest fre-

quency, and the remaining graftings were below the cut-

off threshold (≤ 10% of the main grafting frequency). They

are assigned to compound-type (multi-allelic) subgenomes

if the secondary and subsequent grafting frequencies are

above the threshold. The 10% threshold was selected as

the minimum threshold to discard the clustering of

spurious graftings in closely related branches. It should be

noted that a low threshold is indicative of clear separation

and selection of alternative branch graftings. By contrast, a

higher threshold would have placed less related branch

graftings (different homeologs) into the same compound

subgenome. The most frequently observed homeolog

types (‘a’, ‘b’, . . .) are selected according to the expected

number of subgenomes that are suggested by ploidy (two

for tetraploids and three for hexaploids) and are re-coded

as subgenomes (‘A’, ‘B’, . . .), and the low-frequency home-

olog types incompatible with the ploidy level of the poly-

ploid are discarded (Figures 1c, 2b,c and 3b,c). The labeled

subgenomic MSAs are used to compute the subgenomic

consensus ML tree (Figures 1c, 2c and 3c).

Benchmarking the PhyloSD pipeline in the Triticum–

Aegilops allopolyploid complex

The initial Triticum–Aegilops dataset consists of 275 ortho-

log clusters that were obtained from Marcussen et al.

(2014a,b; see Experimental Procedures) of which only 48

MSAs with 236 homeologs (having a diploid skeleton

topology that was congruent with that of the coalescent-

based species tree; Figure S2a) remained after the filtering

steps of the first algorithm. The homeologs were labeled

according to the ad hoc rules that are presented in

Figure 2(a). When the incongruently labeled and underrep-

resented homeologs were removed from the second algo-

rithm, a total of 48 MSAs and 181 homeologs were

obtained. These were used to compute the Triticum–Aegi-
lops ML consensus tree (Figure 2b). The grafting distribu-

tions of the homeologs (Table S1a) and the PCoA–MST

clusterings (Figure S2b) of the third algorithm presented a

simple scenario in which all of the selected homeologs

were assigned to single subgenomes that contained only

one homeolog type (Tables 1a and S1b). Thus, homeolog

‘c’ corresponded to the subgenome C that is present in

T. turgidum and T. aestivum, ‘f’ to the subgenome F that

is present in T. aestivum, and ‘i’ to the subgenome I that

is present in T. turgidum and T. aestivum (Figure 2b;

Table S1b,c). The highly supported subgenomic tree

(Figure 2c) recovered the expected phylogeny for the

studied diploid Triticum and Aegilops taxa, and demon-

strated sister relationships of the homeologous C, F and I

subgenomes to their respective Ae. speltoides-like, Ae.

tauschii-like and T. urartu-like diploid progenitor genomes,

which corroborated the accuracy of our subgenome assign-

ment method. According to Marcussen et al. (2014b), our

‘C’ subgenome is equivalent to the subgenome B, ‘F’ to the

subgenome D and ‘I’ to the subgenome A, respectively, in

the nomenclatural system of the Triticeae genomes.

Retrieving the known and ghost subgenomes of the

Brachypodium polyploids

The initial Brachypodium dataset contained 3675 transcript

clusters (Tables S2, S3 and S4a,b), which were obtained

from a wide transcriptomic analysis (see Experimental Pro-

cedures). These were reduced to 329 MSAs with 1965

homeologs after the successive filtering steps of the first

algorithm (Figures 1a and S3a). The homeologs were

labeled according to the ad hoc rules presented in Figure 3

(a). The bootstrapping refinement algorithm left 322 MSAs

and 1307 homeologs (Table S4a; Data S1), which were

used to build the ML consensus tree (Figure 3b). In con-

trast to the wheats, Brachypodium had an excess of home-

olog types that required ranking, selecting the most

frequent types and merging some of them in order to

retrieve the plausible subgenomes of some polyploids

(Tables 1b and S4a,b). The allotetraploid B. hybridum was

the exception; it fitted a simple scenario where its ‘b’ and

‘d’ homeologs corresponded to its subgenomes B (B.

stacei-type) and D (B. distachyon-type). For the remaining

Brachypodium polyploids, the relatively close ‘a’ and ‘c’

homeolog types (plus ‘b’ in some species) were considered

to be variants of the ancestral A subgenomes, the separate

‘e’ homeolog types were assigned to the intermediately

evolved E subgenomes, and the recently diverged and

close ‘f’, ‘g’, ‘h’ and ‘i’ homeolog types were assumed to

represent variants of a single core perennial clade G sub-

genome (Figure 3b,c; Table S4b,c). In addition, the clear
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divergence of the B. mexicanum ‘a’ homeolog type from

that of B. boissieri and B. retusum in the ML tree and the

PCoA–MST plot (Figures 3b and S3b) supported their

respective assignment to the independent ancestral A1 and

A2 subgenomes. In contrast, the sequential divergences of

the B. retusum ‘e’ homeolog type from that of B. rupestre

and B. phoenicoides in the ML tree (Figure 3b) maintained

their respective assignments to the independent intermedi-

ate E1 and E2 subgenomes (Figures 3c and S3b; Table 1b).

In this sense and considering the estimated ploidy levels

of the studied polyploids (Table S2), the subgenomic

assignments were constrained as follows: the tetraploid B.

mexicanum ‘a’, ‘b’ and ‘c’ homeolog types were assigned

to the ancestral A1 subgenome; the hexaploid B. boissieri

‘a’, ‘b’, ‘c’ and residual ‘e’ homeolog types to the ancestral

A2 subgenome; the tetraploid B. retusum ‘a’ and ‘c’

homeolog types to the ancestral A2 subgenome and inter-

mediate ‘e’ (plus recent ‘g’) homeolog types to the inter-

mediate E1 subgenome; the tetraploids B. rupestre and B.

phoenicoides intermediate ‘e’ homeolog types to the

intermediate E2 subgenome and the recent core perennial

clade ‘f’, ‘g’, ‘h’ and ‘i’ homeolog types to the recent G

subgenome (Figures 3c and S3b; Tables 1b, S2 and S4b,

c).

The correct identification and correspondence of tran-

scripts to orthologous (true homeolog) alleles was further

assessed in the allotetraploid B. hybridum (accession

BdTR6g) and in one of its extant diploid progenitor species

(B. stacei accession TE4.3) using comparative matching

analyses of assembled transcripts to reference transcrip-

tomes and to annotated reference genomes (see Experi-

mental Procedures). Transcript data from the other diploid

progenitor species, B. distachyon, were already retrieved

from its reference transcriptome (accession Bd21;

Table S2). In the first reference-transcriptome matching

analysis, Blastn analysis of the 322 B. stacei TE4.3 and 222

B. hybridum BdTR6g transcripts used in this study to their

respective B. stacei ABR114 and B. hybridum ABR113

(b) Homeologs’ ML consensus tree (c) Subgenomic ML consensus tree
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Figure 2. (a) Schematic Triticum–Aegilops tree illustrating the diploid skeleton tree (thick black branches) of the orthologous diploid genome sequences (Ae.

speltoides, Ae. sharonensis, Ae. tauschii, T. monococcum, T. urartu) of x = 7 showing the ad hoc labeling rules (lowercase letters, ‘a’–‘i’) for the grafting posi-

tions of the Triticum polyploid homeolog sequences according to the Nearest Diploid Species Node algorithm; (b) Triticum–Aegilops homeologs’ ML consensus

tree based on 48 core genes and 181 homeologs (Table 1a) with the polyploid homeolog sequences labeled according to the Nearest Diploid Species Node algo-

rithm (‘c’, ‘i’, ‘f’); (c) Triticum–Aegilops subgenomic ML consensus tree based on 48 core genes with the homeolog subgenomes labeled according to the Subge-

nome Assignment algorithm (‘C’, ‘F’, ‘I’; Table 1a; Figure S2b). Oryza sativa, Brachypodium distachyon and Hordeum vulgare were used as the outgroups.

Asterisks indicate branches with SH-aLRT/UltraFast Bootstrap support (BS) <80/95; the remaining branches have 100/100 values. The bar diagrams represent the

frequencies of the homeologs in each polyploid and their assignments to their respective homeologous subgenomes (Table 1a). ML, maximum likelihood.
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reference transcriptomes showed high identities for the

first matches to their corresponding reference primary

transcripts (>98%; Data S2a,b), and low identities for the

second-best matches to any other transcript (<82%, B. sta-

cei) or diverse quality matches to primary transcripts (B.

hybridum), though those with high scores (>95%) matched

to the reference transcripts from the other (homeologous)

subgenome (Data S2b). In the second reference-genome

matching analysis, Illumina reads from the resequenced

genomes of the B. stacei TE4.3 and B. hybridum BdTR6g

accessions were used to assemble their encoding genes by

mapping their respective reads to the reference genomes

of B. stacei (ABR114) and B. hybridum (ABR113; see Exper-

imental Procedures). These genic datasets were then used

to extract the assembled genes that encoded the 322 B.

stacei TE4.3 and 222 B. hybridum BdTR6g transcripts using

a Blastn matching strategy (Data S3a,b). One B. stacei

TE4.3 gene could not be assessed as it was not annotated

in the reference genome of this species (Data S3a). The

first matches of the assembled genes to their respective

reference genes showed very high identities (> 99%) and

long sequence overlaps (B. stacei; B. hybridum D and S

subgenomes), whereas the second-best matches to other

reference genes showed either low identities or relatively

high identities but for short overlapping sequences (Data

S3a,b). Therefore, the results from the two analyses sup-

ported the correspondence of our selected B. stacei TE4.3

and B. hybridum BdTR6g transcripts to their respective

orthologous encoding genes, discarding the potential influ-

ence of paralogy in the performance of our PhyloSD algo-

rithms and the correct assignation of the B. hybridum

BdTR6g ‘b’ and ‘d’ alleles to their corresponding progeni-

tor subgenomes.

A further validation of the goodness-of-fit of our Phy-

loSD pipeline was performed with the CDSs of 160 out of

the 322 encoding genes filtered by the PhyloSD algo-

rithms (Table S5a), retrieved in some cases from the refer-

ence genomes of other accessions of the same species.

We used different accessions (than those used in the tran-

scriptome study) of the allotetraploid B. hybridum

(ABR113), its diploid progenitor species B. stacei (ABR114),

and the diploid perennial B. sylvaticum (Ain-1), plus the

orthologous CDSs from the reference genomes of the

same accessions of the diploids B. distachyon (Bd21) and

B. arbuscula (Barb1) and outgroups O. sativa and H. vul-

gare (see Experimental Procedures; Table S2). This Phy-

loSD analysis, restricted to only the allopolyploid

Brachypodium species with known progenitor subge-

nomes, also fit a simple scenario where the B. hybridum

ABR113 ‘b’ and ‘d’ homeologs corresponded to its respec-

tive B. stacei ABR114-type (B) and B. distachyon Bd21-type

(D) subgenomes (Figure S4a–c; Table S5a–c), supporting

the likely accuracy and applicability of our subgenomic

designation approach for any infraspecific genome of the

same allopolyploid species and of their potential diploid

progenitor subgenomes.

Independent validation of the Subgenome Assignment

algorithm using coalescence methods

The accuracy of our results was validated independently

using a coalescence analysis of the confirmed Brachy-

podium allopolyploid species. We used two strategies: (i)

simulated coalescent trees; and (ii) simulated allopoly-

ploids (Figures 1c and S1). With strategy (i) (Table S6a–c),
we evaluated whether the Subgenome Assignment algo-

rithm grafted known and ‘ghost’ homeologous subge-

nomes to the correct branches of the species tree under

the hypothetical existence of ILS. Different hypothetical

species trees (with variable effective population sizes, see

Experimental Procedures) that contained all of the diploid

genomes and one polyploid homeologous subgenome at a

time were evaluated with the COAL program (Degnan and

Salter 2005), which assays all possible gene tree distribu-

tions that can be constructed with a specific number of tips

of a species tree. In all cases, the highest probability model

corresponded to the species tree branch in which the

homeologous subgenome was grafted by our Subgenome

Assignment algorithm (Table S6a). There was a complete

qualitative agreement between the most frequently

observed versus the theoretical topologies for B. hybridum

[B (b) + D (d)] and for B. rupestre and B. phoenicoides

(Bpho422, Bpho6) [E2 + G (g)], which suggests that the

theoretical distributions fit closely to the observed data.

Similarly, the B. retusum [A2 (a) + E1 (e)] and B. rupestre

[E2 (e) + G (g)] theoretical distribution scenarios had

higher frequencies of gene trees in which the A2 subge-

nome grafted to branch ‘a’ than to ‘c’ and the

G subgenome to branch ‘g’ than to ‘h’, respectively, as

was scored for the observed data (Figures 3c and 4a;

Table S6b).

Strategy (ii) enabled us to measure the ability of the

Subgenome Assignment algorithm to select the correct

allopolyploid subgenomes under different levels of ILS

(Table S7a–c). We generated hypothetical subgenomic

allopolyploids that matched the real Brachypodium

allopolyploids [ancestral-ancestral (A + B), similar to B.

mexicanum (see Discussion); ancestral-intermediate

(A + E), similar to B. retusum; and intermediate-recent

(E + G), similar to B. rupestre and B. phoenicoides] and the

relative frequency of the theoretical gene tree distributions

were calculated for each using COAL. In all cases, the Sub-

genome Assignment algorithm recovered the expected

placements of the subgenomes despite the different topo-

logical graftings (ancient, intermediate or recent branches)

in the diploid skeleton tree at different coalescent-unit

levels (0.5 CU, 1 CU) of ILS (Table S7b). This suggests that

our algorithm is able to place the subgenomes onto their

correct branch independently of any deep or shallow
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coalescences (branch lengths) or the effective population

sizes of the Brachypodium lineages.

The Brachypodium dated nuclear tree and plastid tree

A strongly supported nuclear subgenomic ML consensus

tree (Figure 3c), computed from the 322 validated core

clusters (transcripts) with single and compound subge-

nome homeolog types, yielded the same Brachypodium

gene topology as the dated Bayesian maximum clade

credibility (MCC) BEAST tree (Figure 4a). The Brachy-

podium stem and crown nodes were estimated to have

had Late-Eocene (36.3 Ma) and Mid-Miocene (12.1 Ma)

ages, respectively (Figure 4a), which is consistent with

the previous estimates that were based on a plastome

analysis (Sancho et al. 2018). The basic chromosome

numbers of the ‘ghost’ and merged subgenomes were

inferred from their respective phylogenetic positions and

the ploidy levels of the species that contained them [e.g.

tetraploid B. mexicanum 2n = 40: A1 (x = 10); hexaploid

B. boissieri 2n = 48: A2 (x = 8); allotetraploid B. retusum

2n = 32: A2 (x = 8) and E1 (x = 8); allotetraploids B.

rupestre and B. phoenicoides 2n = 28: E2 (x = 5) and G

(x = 9); Figures 3c and 4a; Table S2]. The ML tree shows

the early divergence of the sister ancestral B. mexi-

canum_A1 (x = 10) and B. boissieri_A2/B. retusum_A2

(x = 8) subgenomic ‘ghost’ lineages, which was followed

by the successive splits of B. stacei (x = 10) and its sister

derived B. hybridum_B subgenomic lineage (x = 10) and

of B. distachyon (x = 5) and its sister derived B. hybri-

dum_D subgenomic lineage (x = 5; Figure 3c). The split of

(b) Homeologs’ ML consensus tree (c) Subgenomic ML consensus tree
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Figure 3. (a) Schematic Brachypodium tree illustrating the diploid skeleton tree (thick black branches) of the orthologous diploid genome sequences and their

respective chromosome base numbers (B. stacei x = 10; B. distachyon x = 5; core perennial B. arbuscula, B. sylvaticum and B. pinnatum clade x = 9), and the

nesting positions of the Brachypodium polyploid homeolog sequences showing the ad hoc labeling rules (lowercase letters, ‘a’–‘i’) for the grafting positions of

the Brachypodium polyploid homeolog sequences according to the Nearest Diploid Species Node algorithm; (b) Brachypodium homeologs’ ML consensus tree

based on 322 core transcripts and 1307 homeologs (Table 1b), with the polyploid homeolog sequences labeled according to the Nearest Diploid Species Node

algorithm (‘a’, ‘b’, ‘c’, ‘d’, ‘e’, ‘f’, ‘g’, ‘h’, ‘i’); (c) Brachypodium subgenomic ML consensus tree based on 322 core genes with the homeolog subgenomes labeled

according to the Subgenome Assignment algorithm (‘A1’, ‘A2’, ‘B’, ‘D’, ‘E1’, ‘E2’, ‘G’; Table 1b; Figure S3b). Oryza sativa and Hordeum vulgare were used as the

outgroups. Asterisks indicate branches with SH-aLRT/UltraFast Bootstrap supports (BS) <80/95; the remaining branches have 100/100 values. The bar diagrams

represent the frequencies of the homeologs in each polyploid and their assignments to their respective homeologous subgenomes (Table 1b). ML, maximum

likelihood.
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the ancestral (A1/A2) clade was inferred to have occurred

in the Mid-Late-Miocene (10.4 Ma), a time close to that of

the split of the oldest extant diploid B. stacei-type (gen-

ome B) clade (10.2 Ma; Figure 4a). The tree also revealed

the successive divergences of the intermediate B. retu-

sum_E1 (x = 8) and B. rupestre_E2/B. phoenicoides_E2

(x = 5) subgenomic ‘ghost’ lineages and the recently

evolved [B. arbuscula, (B. sylvaticum/B. pinnatum)] core

perennial clade species (x = 9), where the derived B.

rupestre_G/B. phoenicoides_G subgenomic lineages

(x = 9) were nested within (Figure 3c). The inferred dates

indicate that the B. retusum_E1 subgenomic ‘ghost’ lin-

eage is more ancestral (4.4 Ma, Early-Pliocene) than the

B. rupestre and B. phoenicoides_E2 subgenome ‘ghost’

lineages (3.8 Ma; Figure 4a). Additionally, the estimated

ages for the splits of the core perennial clade (3.0 Ma,

Late-Pliocene), the diploid B. pinnatum/B. sylvaticum

clade (2.1 Ma, Pleistocene) and the B. rupestre/B. phoeni-

coides G subgenomic lineages (2.1 Ma), and the origins

of the B. stacei-type (2.4 Ma) and B. distachyon-type

(1.7 Ma) homeologous lineages of B. hybridum (Fig-

ure 4a) are also in agreement with previous datings

(D�ıaz-P�erez et al. 2018; Sancho et al. 2018; Gordon

et al. 2020).

A Brachypodium plastid ML tree (Figure 4b) was con-

structed using 31 concatenated plastid transcripts (see

Experimental Procedures). The plastid topology showed

the successive moderate to well-supported divergences of

B. stacei (and its sister B. hybridum with a B. stacei-type

plastotype), B. mexicanum, B. distachyon/B. boissieri and

B. arbuscula lineages, and the recent splits of the B. syl-

vaticum, B. phoenicoides_Bpho6, B. retusum, B. phoeni-

coides_Bpho422 and B. pinnatum/B. rupestre lineages

(Figure 4b). The nuclear and plastid data recovered the

same topology in their respective highly to moderately

supported diploid skeleton trees (Figure S5a,b). Therefore,

the diploid + polyploid plastid versus nuclear trees were

compared with each other to infer the putative maternal

genome donors of the polyploid accessions studied (Fig-

ure 4a,b). The plastid tree showed a full support for the

maternal inheritance of a B. distachyon plastome-type

(Dpt) by B. boissieri, a high support for that of a core

perennial clade plastome-type (Gpt) by B. retusum, B.

phoenicoides and B. rupestre, and a moderate support
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Figure 4. (a) Brachypodium Bayesian MCC dated chronogram of 322 independent core genes (with the polyploid homeologous subgenomes labeled according

to subgenome-types ‘A1’, ‘A2’, ‘B’, ‘D’, ‘E1’, ‘E2’, ‘G’; Table 1b), showing the estimated nodal divergence times (medians, in Ma) and the 95% highest posterior

density (HPD) intervals (bars). Stars indicate secondary nodal calibration priors (means � SD, in Mya) for the crown nodes of the BOP [Oryza + Brachy-

podium + Hordeum] and Brachypodium + core pooids [Brachypodium + Hordeum] clades. Accessions codes of B. phoenicoides correspond to those indicated

in Table S2. (b) ML plastid consensus tree based on 31 plastome transcripts. Oryza sativa was used to root the trees. Asterisks indicate branches with SH-aLRT/

UltraFast Bootstrap supports (BS) <80/95; the remaining branches have 100/100 values. MCC, maximum clade credibility; ML, maximum likelihood.
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for that of a C plastome-type (Cpt) by B. mexicanum (Fig-

ure 4b).

Karyotypic identification of the new Brachypodium

genomes using CCB

The karyotypes of the previously unstudied B. arbuscula

(2n = 18), B. boissieri (2n = 48) and B. retusum (2n = 32)

species were analyzed using CCB mapping as described in

Lusinska et al. (2019). The mapping was done with refer-

ence to the B. distachyon karyotype, and its genome was

compared with the ancestral rice genome (IBI 2010). The

arrangement of all of the BAC clones (Figure S6a–c) is

shown on the cytogenetic maps of B. arbuscula (Fig-

ure S6a), B. boissieri (Figure S6b) and B. retusum (Fig-

ure S6c) chromosomes.

The cytomolecular mapping of the diploid B. arbuscula

showed that each of the BAC clones hybridized to a sin-

gle chromosome pair (Figures S6a, S7 and S8). The kary-

otypic pattern of this species was revealed to be the

same as that of the genomes of the core perennial clade

diploids B. sylvaticum and B. pinnatum with x = 9 (Fig-

ure 5; Lusinska et al. 2019). Brachypodium arbuscula

chromosomes Ba1, Ba2, Ba4, Ba6, Ba7, Ba8 and Ba9,

which correspond, respectively, to the ancestral Oryza

sativa Os1, Os3, Os2, Os7, Os6, Os5 and Os4 chromo-

somes did not undergo any fusions, whereas one nested

chromosome fusion (NCF) of Os8 and Os10 was

observed on chromosome Ba3, and two NCFs of

Os12 + Os9 + Os11 on chromosome Ba5 (Figures S6a, S7

and S8).
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Figure 5. A comprehensive evolutionary framework for the origin of Brachypodium allopolyploids based on the combined phylogenomic and CCB analyses.

Colors indicate the different types of (sub)genomes that were retrieved in the phylogenomic analysis, and letters designate the karyotype profiles that were

found in the diploids and polyploids. The arrows link the inferred (sub)genomes and karyotypes of each studied Brachypodium polyploid. The karyotype models

are based on the CCB analysis of the B. arbuscula (2x), B. retusum (4x) and B. boissieri (6x) species that were analyzed in this study (Figures S6–S17), and other

Brachypodium representatives that had been previously studied (Lusinska et al. 2018, 2019; Gordon et al. 2020). Within the karyotypes, each chromosome or

homeologous chromosome region corresponded to the relevant ancestral rice chromosome equivalents (Os1-Os12; Os – Oryza sativa; IBI 2010). The basic chro-

mosome numbers (x) that were obtained for each genome and karyotype and inferred for the ancestors of the subgenomic tree are shown in the topology; their

colors correspond to their respective (sub)genomic and karyotypic assignments. (Sub)genome designations: ‘A1’ – ancestral B. mexicanum (dark red); ‘A2’ –
ancestral B. boissiei (orange); ‘B’ – B. stacei (red); ‘D’ – B. distachyon (blue); ‘E1’– intermediate B. retusum (purple); ‘E2’ – intermediate Brachypodium core

perennials (violet); ‘G’ – recent Brachypodium core perennials (green; Table 1b). Chromosome designations within the (sub)genomes: Bb – B. boissiei; Bd – B.

distachyon; Bm, Bm0 – B. mexicanum; Bp – Brachypodium core perennials x = 9; Bph – Brachypodium core perennials x = 5; Br – B. retusum; Bs – B. stacei.

CCB, comparative chromosome barcoding.
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The CCB of the B. boissieri (2n = 48) chromosomes

revealed that each BAC had six hybridization sites that

were localized on three chromosome pairs (Figures S6b,

S9–S13). The identical triplicated distribution pattern of the

BAC-FISH signals in the morphologically uniform chromo-

somes supports the autohexaploid nature of B. boissieri

with x = 8 (Figures 5 and S6b). The CCB analysis also

detected the presence of chromosome fusions and rear-

rangements that were specific for the B. boissieri genome.

Brachypodium boissieri chromosomes Bb1, Bb2, Bb4 and

Bb7 correspond, respectively, to the Os1, Os3, Os2 and

Os4 chromosomes, whereas Bb3 resulted from the NCF of

Os8 and Os10, Bb5 from the NCF of Os12 and Os9, Bb6

from the NCF of Os7 and Os6 that were complemented

with pericentromeric inversion, and Bb8 from the NCF of

Os5 and Os11, which is a unique trait of the B. boissieri

karyotype (Figures 5, S6b, S9–S13). In addition, the B. bois-

sieri genome does not have Os12 + Os9 fused with Os11, a

trait that is only shared with B. mexicanum in the genus

Brachypodium (Figure 5; Lusinska et al. 2019).

The BAC-FISH analysis of B. retusum (2n = 32) demon-

strated that each clone hybridized to four sites that were

located on two chromosome pairs (Figures S6c, S14–S17).
Unlike B. boissieri, this species had two distinct groups of

chromosomes, each consisting of eight pairs of chromo-

somes, thereby revealing an allotetraploid nature for this

B. retusum cytotype (Figures 5 and S6c). One of the chro-

mosomal sets corresponded to a subgenome with the

same karyotypic pattern as that of the B. boissieri genome

and the other to a ghost subgenome with a B. retusum-

type karyotype, both with x = 8 (Figures 5, S6c, S14–S17).
The B. retusum chromosomes Br1, Br2, Br7 and Br8 corre-

sponded, respectively, to Os1, Os3, Os4 and Os5 chromo-

somes, whereas Br3 resulted from the NCF of Os8 and

Os10, and Br4 from the NCF of Os2 and Os7 (Figures 5 and

S6c), which is a trait that was shared with the ‘ghost’ sub-

genome x = 5 present in the core perennial clade allote-

traploids with 2n = 28 (Figure 5; Lusinska et al. 2019). The

B. distachyon Bd1- and Bd4-BAC-derived probes hybridized

to two different B. retusum Br5 and Br6 chromosomes,

both of which are specific to this subgenome in their syn-

tenic segment composition. The distinctive arrangement of

the BAC-FISH signals indicates that these two chromo-

somes originated via the reciprocal translocation of two

ancestral Brachypodium chromosomes that correspond to

Os12 + Os9 + Os11 and Os6 (Figures 5, S6c, S14–S17;
Lusinska et al. 2019).

DISCUSSION

Deciphering the diploid origins of allopolyploids faces the

challenge of accurately capturing their progenitor subge-

nomes (Doyle and Egan 2010; Levin 2013; Bombarely

et al. 2014; Soltis et al. 2016). Approaches using

coalescent-based analyses of multi-labeled trees and

networks are hindered by homeolog loss and ILS (Mar-

cussen et al. 2015; Thomas et al. 2017). The deconvolution

of hybrid subgenomes is especially challenging in the

absence of any known extant parents and in the absence

of whole-genome sequence data for the studied species

(Soltis et al. 2016; Liston et al. 2020). Recently, a phyloge-

netic subgenome-tree searching (PhyDS) pipeline was

developed to retrieve the four progenitor genomes of allo-

octoploid Fragaria x ananassa from a wide transcriptome

analysis of candidate species (Edger et al. 2019). This

method explored the exclusive clades that contained the

syntenic ortholog and homeolog sequences, and identified

the progenitor subgenomes by grouping genes based on

trees that meet bootstrap support cut-off values (Edger

et al. 2019, 2020). There is current debate, however, on the

accuracy of this approach, which although it correctly iden-

tified two extant progenitor diploid species (F. vesca,

F. iinumae), it may have failed to identify the other two

(Liston et al. 2020; Session and Rokhsar 2020; Feng

et al. 2021).

Our PhyloSD pipeline refines previous methods and

additionally enables the progenitor genomes of an

unknown origin in the polyploids to be inferred. Our

method was validated in the thoroughly studied Triticum–
Aegilops polyploid complex in which the homeologous

subgenomes of the T. turgidum 4x and T. aestivum 6x

allopolyploids (Marcussen et al. 2014a) were accurately

inferred, and in the allotetraploid B. hybridum, which was

used as the internal control species with known progenitor

genomes (Catal�an et al. 2012; Gordon et al. 2020). In

Brachypodium, our strategy enabled us to uncover three

known (B, D and amalgamated G) and four unknown (A1,

A2, E1, E2) diploid progenitor genomes of six polyploid

Brachypodium species that had different dysploid ancestral

origins (Figures 3 and S3b). Moreover, the inferences of

the Subgenome Assignment algorithm were robust to the

presence of the ‘ghost’ subgenomes and to the moderate

existence of ILS in Brachypodium (strategy (i), Table S6a;

strategy (ii), Table S7a).

One of the caveats of our approach is that only a small

percentage of the pre-filtered gene clusters had a topology

that was congruent with that of the diploid species tree

(18% in Triticum–Aegilops; 17% in Brachypodium), and

only those genes could be used to infer the homeologous

subgenomes of the allopolyploids. Although other phylo-

genetic approaches such as PhyDS also use low percent-

ages of the total number of expressed genes (< 17.9%) to

identify the progenitor subgenomes of allopolyploids, in

this case this was done by selecting the high-confidence

syntenic homeologs that are present in each of the subge-

nomes of the polyploid (Edger et al. 2019, 2020). Recent

approaches have proposed the inclusion of paralogs in

order to increase the amount of data that can be used to

infer a species tree (Smith and Hahn 2020). However, the
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all-gene total evidence principle could lead to misleading

phylogenies if the increasing amount of data also

increases the phylogenetic noise. By contrast, the utility of

our PhyloSD pipeline concurs with a restricted total evi-

dence genomic scenario that favors the use of selected

components of the data partitions that better fit the evolu-

tionary models as the most reliable method for phyloge-

netic reconstruction (Goremykin et al. 2015) and,

consequently, for homeolog subgenomic detection.

We examined alternative evolutionary scenarios that

could explain the origins of the studied Brachy-

podium polyploids (Figure 6) considering the information

obtained from the nuclear and plastid phylogenies and the

cytogenetic barcoding data (Figures 4 and 5). The hypo-

thetical nuclear genomes A1 of B. mexicanum, A2 of B.

boissieri and B. retusum, E1 of B. retusum, and E2 and G

of B. phoenicoides and B. rupestre are similar to those that

were retrieved using cloned nuclear ribosomal genes (Cat-

al�an et al. 2016; D�ıaz-P�erez et al. 2018); however, here,

they are supported by a larger set of 322 core-expressed

genes (Figure 3c; Table 1b; Data S1). Our CCB karyotypes

undisputedly identified the three known and four ‘ghost’

diploid progenitor genomes that are present in the six

studied Brachypodium polyploids (Figure 5). The feasibility

of our approach was facilitated by the high synteny that

was observed across the Brachypodium reference gen-

omes (Scholthof et al. 2018; Gordon et al. 2020), and by

the high integrity of the progenitor genomes that were

found in the subgenomes of some of the Brachypodium

allopolyploids (Gordon et al. 2020). The Brachypodium

nuclear genomes likely derived from a karyotype evolution

model of successive centromeric chromosome fusions

with a relatively low incidence of other types of rearrange-

ments (Figure 5; Lusinska et al. 2019).
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Figure 6. Diagrams representing the hypothetical evolutionary scenarios for the origins of the studied Brachypodium polyploids based on their nuclear home-

olog and subgenomic trees (Figure 3b,c), the dated nuclear tree (Figure 4a), the plastid tree (Figure 4b), and the cytogenetic and karyotype evolution data (Fig-

ure 5; Table S2). (a) B. mexicanum-4x: (i) segmental allopolyploidy scenario [interspecific hybridization followed by whole-genome duplication (IH + WGD) of

closely related ancestral genomes A1.1 and A1.2] versus (ii) autopolyploidy scenario [homoploid hybridizations (HH) of closely related ancestral genomes A, B,

C followed by autotetraploidization]. (b) B. boissieri-6x: (i) sequential allopolyploidy scenario [two rounds of allopolyploidizations (tetraploidy and hexaploidy),

with or without homoploid hybridizations, of closely related ancestral and ancestral-intermediate genomes A2, A20, A20 0] versus (ii) autopolyploidy scenario [HH

of closely related ancestral and ancestral-intermediate genomes A, B, C and E (or D) (with or without allopolyploidizations) followed by autohexaploidization].

(c) B. hybridum-4x: (i) allopolyploidy scenario [IH + WGD of ancestral and relatively ancestral B and D genomes]. (d) B. rupestre-4x and B. phoenicoides-4x: (i)

allopolyploidy scenario [IH + WGD of intermediate E2 and recent G genomes]. (e) B. retusum: (i) allopolyploidy scenario [IH + WGD of ancestral A2 and interme-

diate E1 genomes] versus (ii) auto/allopolyploidy scenario [HH of closely related ancestral A and C and intermediate and recent E and G genomes (with autote-

traploidizations), or HH of those pairs of genomes followed by allotetraploidization]. Asterisks indicate ghost genomes derived from progenitor diploids that are

unknown in current diploid species; diamonds indicate progenitor genomes present in current diploid species.
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Although our subgenome detection algorithms were ini-

tially designed to retrieve the homeologous subgenomes

of known and putative allopolyploids, two of the studied

Brachypodium polyploids revealed homeolog types that

could be assigned to the compound (sub)genomes that

pertain to autopolyploids (B. mexicanum A1A1, B. boissieri

A2A2A2; Figures 3 and 4a). These findings were confirmed

by our CCB data (Figures 5, S6b, S9–S13; Lusinska

et al. 2019). By contrast, all of the remaining Brachy-

podium polyploid species were undisputedly identified as

allopolyploids (Figures 3c, 4a, 5, S6c, S14–S17; Table 1b;

Lusinska et al. 2019). The Brachypodium plastid tree, how-

ever, detected maternal plastome traits from more recently

evolved ancestors than those inferred by the nuclear tree

and CCB data in B. mexicanum (Cpt), B. boissieri (B. dis-

tachyon, Dpt) and B. retusum (core perennial Gpt),

whereas the plastome inheritances observed in the remain-

ing polyploids B. hybridum (B. stacei, Bpt), B. rupestre

and B. phoenicoides (Gpt) were compatible with one of

their respectively inferred nuclear progenitor genomes

(Figure 4b). The large genome size (GS) of B. mexicanum,

which is unusual among extant Brachypodium species

(Table S2), and the uncertainty in the assignment of its

close ancestral homeologs to a single nuclear genome (A1)

or to two closely related genomes [e.g. A1.1 (‘a’ + ‘c’) and

A1.2 (‘b’)] would also favor an alternative segmental

allopolyploid scenario (Mason and Wendel 2020) for this

species. In fact, this interpretation agrees with the similar

karyotypic barcoding patterns that were observed in its

two chromosome complements (Figure 5; Lusinska

et al. 2019). The detection of three types of nuclear alleles

(‘a’, ‘b’, ‘c’; Figure 3b) and a Cpt plastotype (Figure 4b) in

this species would support the alternative hypothetical sce-

narios for the origin of B. mexicanum (Figure 6a). Thus,

assuming that there were three potential ancestral diploid

progenitor species (AA, BB and CC) each with x = 10

and high nuclear chromosomal collinearity, we could

hypothesize: (i) that a new species arose from homoploid

hybridization between B and C (BC), which then hybridized

with A [or between A and B and then hybridized with C]

followed by allopolyploidization to generate B. mexicanum

(segmental allopolyploidy scenario; Figure 6a); (ii) that

homoploid hybridizations occurred between the three

ancestral species (at diploid level) generating a new (ABC-

type) species that finally underwent autopolyploidiza-

tion to generate B. mexicanum (autopolyploidy scenario;

Figure 6a); (iii) that the three ancestors underwent

autopolyploidization (at tetraploid level) followed by

homoploid hybridizations to generate B. mexicanum. In

any of these potential scenarios, the B. mexicanum out-

come retained a predominant A-type nuclear genome and

a C-type plastome (Figures 4a,b and 6a). Ancestral homo-

ploid hybridizations that predated subsequent poly-

ploidization events have been common in some grass

lineages (Marcussen et al. 2014a). The elucidation of the

potential segmental allotetraploidy versus autotetraploidy

of B. mexicanum and any of the proposed scenarios would

require more precise genomic and cytomolecular data.

Brachypodium boissieri was revealed to be auto-

hexaploid by cytogenetic analysis (Figures 5, S6b, S9–S13).
The assignment of its close ‘a’, ‘b’ and ‘c’ plus the residual

‘e’ homeologs to a unique A2 x = 8 genome (Figure 3;

Table 1b) was corroborated by its unambiguous karyotype

(Figures 5, S6b, S9–S13). However, more complex hypo-

thetical evolutionary scenarios should be considered (Fig-

ure 6b) to explain the origin of this species based on its

nuclear alleles (Figure 3b) and its Dpt plastotype (Fig-

ure 4b). Hypothesized evolutionary scenarios could

involve: (i) two rounds of allopolyploidization (tetraploidy

and hexaploidy) between the potential ancestral diploid

progenitor species (AA, BB, CC) with putative x = 8 and a

more recent DD-(or EE)-type species could have been

accompanied by homoploid hybridization (sequential

allopolyploidy scenario; Figure 6b); (ii) different homoploid

hybridizations (at either diploid or polyploid levels) of

diploid ancestors with putative x = 8, coupled with

allopolyploidizations, could have rendered a new ABCD

(orE)-type species that finally underwent autopolyploidiza-

tion (autopolyploidy scenario; Figure 6b). In any of these

scenarios, B. boissieri retained a predominant A-type

nuclear genome and a D-type plastome (Figures 4a,b and

6b). Although this B. boissieri genome shares unique kary-

otypic features with the reduced D (x = 5) genome of B.

distachyon, such as the nested fusion of Os6 into the cen-

tromere of Os7, the evolutionary time frame and events

that resulted in its A2 (x = 8) genome are unclear (Fig-

ure 5). This Os6-Os7 NCF could have occurred in parallel

from the common ancestor with x = 10 to genome A2 with

x = 8 and genome D with x = 5 (Figures 5 and 6), or an

intermediate ancestor with the Os6-Os7 NCF separately

gave rise to A2 and D through different chromosomal rear-

rangements. To date, this species constitutes the only

putative autopolyploid within Brachypodium.

Even though the origins of the confirmed B. hybridum,

B. phoenicoides, B. rupestre and B. retusum allotetraploids

could be more easily conjectured, alternative scenarios

could be also proposed for them (Figure 6c,d) based on

the compared nuclear and plastid topologies and the CBB

data (Figures 3b, 4b and 5). Homoploid hybridization of

diploid progenitor ancestors followed by genome dou-

bling, rather than autotetraploidization of the ancestors fol-

lowed by tetraploid homoploid hybridization, represents

the most straightforward hypothetical scenario for their

respective BBDD (B. hybridum), A2A2E1E1(B. retusum) and

E2E2GG (B. phoenicoides, B. rupestre) origins (Figure 6c,

d). It has been confirmed in B. hybridum for which syn-

thetic allotetraploids were obtained after selected crosses

of B. stacei-2x and B. distachyon-2x parents followed by
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colchicine-induced genome duplication, whereas all

attempted crosses between the synthetic parental autote-

traploids failed to produce descendants (Dinh Thi

et al. 2016). Protoancestral homoploid BD hybrids

(2n = 15) of the annual B. hybridum have not been found

in the wild, presumably because they would be sterile and

would disappear at the end of the growing season unless

they experience spontaneous whole-genome duplication

to become allotetraploid. The studied B. hybridum acces-

sion shows a BD-type nuclear genome and a maternal B.

stacei-type (S) plastome (Figures 4a,b, 5 and 6c), though

individuals with maternal B. distachyon-type (D) plastomes

have also been found in nature (L�opez-�Alvarez et al. 2012;

Gordon et al. 2020; Shiposha et al. 2020), corroborating

the recurrence and bi-directionality of this allotetraploid

speciation event in this species. A similar homoploid

hybridization followed by genome doubling scenario is

hypothesized to explain the origins of the perennial B.

rupestre and B. phoenicoides (Bpho6, Bpho422) allote-

traploids, with all the three accessions showing a E2G-type

nuclear genome and a G-type plastome (Figures 3b, 4a,b, 5

and 6d). However, the deconvolution of the origin of B.

retusum requires more complex hypothetical scenarios

(Figure 6e) that may involve: (i) interspecific hybridization

of ancestral A2A2 and intermediate E1E1 species with

x = 8 followed by genome doubling (direct allopolyploidy

scenario); (ii) different homoploid hybridizations of AA 9

CC and EE 9 GG diploid genomes that, respectively, origi-

nated the A2 (AC) and E1 (EG) subgenomes, followed by

allotetraploidization, with the B. retusum outcome retain-

ing a predominant A-type nuclear genome and a G-type

plastome (homoploid hybridization + allopolyploidy sce-

nario; Figures 3b, 4a,b and 6e). Deeper genomic and cyto-

molecular analyses should be carried out to confirm the

origins of this perennial Brachypodium allotetraploid. The

successive divergences of the Brachypodium polyploid

subgenomes and their karyotype structures support an

evolutionarily descendant dysploidy trend from the ances-

tral x = 10 (A1, B) to the recent x = 9 (G) genomes (Fig-

ures 4 and 5), which corroborates the findings of Lusinska

et al. (2019) that inferred the existence of an Ancestral

Brachypodium Karyotype (ABK) of x = 10. Our newly

emerged karyotype evolutionary scenario of Brachy-

podium also involves two independent reductions from

x = 10 to x = 8 (ancestral A2) and from x = 9 to x = 8 (inter-

mediate E1) plus two independent reductions from x = 9 to

x = 5 (intermediate D and E2; Figures 4 and 5).

The nearly contemporary Mid-Late Miocene inferred ori-

gins of the divergent A1 and B x = 10 genomes (Figure 4)

resulted in highly syntenic karyotypes that only had rear-

rangements within some of the homeologous chromo-

somes (e.g. chromosomes Bm5 and Bm10 of subgenome

A1.1 and intrachromosomal rearrangements in Bm5’ and

Bm10’ of subgenome A1.2 of B. mexicanum versus

chromosomes Bs5 and Bs10 of B. stacei that probably orig-

inated via a reciprocal translocation or chromosome split;

Figure 5). By contrast, the parallel but separate reductions

to x = 8 and x = 5 genomes imply major structural changes

that primarily affected the number and compositions of the

chromosomal fusions. Thus, the two hypothesized NCFs

that resulted in the ancestral Late-Miocene A2 x = 8 gen-

ome (chromosomes Bb6 and Bb8) differed from the more

complex pattern of the three NCFs plus one translocation

that resulted in the Early-Pliocene E1 x = 8 genome

(chromosomes Br4, Br5 and Br6; Figures 4 and 5). Simi-

larly, the increasing reduction that was caused by the four

NCFs from the hypothetical x = 9 Intermediate ABK

(Figure 5; Lusinska et al. 2019) that ended in the Late-

Miocene D x = 5 genome (chromosomes Bd1 to Bd4) was

distinct from the four NCFs that resulted in the Late-

Pliocene E2 x = 5 genome (chromosomes Bph1 to Bph4;

Figures 4 and 5).

Despite the large hypothesized rearrangements that

were experienced by the Brachypodium genomes (Fig-

ure 5), their chromosomes are highly collinear as is

demonstrated by the high synteny that was observed

between the reference genomes of the ancestral B. stacei

x = 10 (B) genome and the intermediate and highly

reduced B. distachyon x = 5 (D) genome (Gordon

et al. 2020). Interestingly, the diploid progenitor genomes

have experienced divergence and diversification in differ-

ent B. hybridum lines [ancient (1.4 Ma) and recent (0.4 Ma)

allotetraploids, spanning 1 Ma; Gordon et al. 2020],

although those genomes have remained almost intact in

the derived allopolyploid subgenomes as shown in the

inherited karyotypes and collinear sequences of the allote-

traploid B. hybridum reference subgenomes and those of

its diploid progenitors’ reference genomes (Figure 5; Gor-

don et al. 2020). Similar genomically diversified but syn-

tenically conserved progenitor subgenomes have been

observed in other allopolyploid plants such as tetraploid

cottons (Chen et al. 2020) and octoploid strawberry (Hardi-

gan et al. 2020). These findings, together with the inferred

ages and karyotype patterns of the studied Brachypodium

species (Figures 4 and 5), support a highly dynamic evolu-

tionary scenario of chromosomal reshuffling that led to

diploid species that have highly syntenic but rearranged

genomes that were inherited by their descendant poly-

ploids during the last 12 million years. The genomic evi-

dence supports our assumption that the identified ghost

genomes of the Brachypodium polyploids (A1, A2, E1, E2;

Figures 3–6) are the preserved vestiges of the diploid pro-

genitor genomes they had originated from.

While our current analyses suggest that the ancestral A1

and A2 and the intermediate E1 and E2 genomes likely cor-

respond to extinct or unsampled diploid Brachypodium

species, identifying the G genome is more problematic.

The phylogenomic data could not accurately assign the
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very close ‘f’, ‘g’, ‘h’ and ‘i’ homeologs to any of the core

perennial clade diploid lineages (Figure 3; Table 1b), and

the CCB data could not detect differences in the karyotypic

patterns of B. arbuscula (Figures 5 and S6a), B. sylvaticum

and B. pinnatum and the x = 9 subgenomes of the allote-

traploids B. phoenicoides and B. rupestre (Figure 5; Lusin-

ska et al. 2019). The characterization of the Plio-

Pleistocene-originating core perennial Brachypodium

diploids would require the use of a large number of highly

variable genomic loci and chromosomal barcodes. Still,

the accurate identification of the four ‘ghost’ genomes by

our combined PhyloSD and CCB methods makes Brachy-

podium a unique case within the angiosperms. This model

genus constitutes an excellent study system to investigate

the impact of the ‘ghost’ subgenomes on the functional,

adaptive and evolutionary behavior of their hosting poly-

ploids. Future studies focusing on the differential expres-

sion of genes under abiotic or biotic stresses, responses of

individuals and populations to environmental cues or

diverse ecological niche inheritances caused by the ghost

subgenomes of the polyploids will open new avenues of

advanced research in Brachypodium and other polyploid

plants.

Conclusions

Our study has contributed to unraveling the origins of six

Brachypodium polyploids and their hypothetical homo-

ploid hybridization and allo- and autopolyploidization sce-

narios. Our results demonstrate the value of the PhyloSD

pipeline coupled with the CCB approach in detecting poly-

ploid subgenomes. The wheat benchmark indicated that

our method can identify the diploid homeologous subge-

nomes from extant progenitors. More importantly, our

analysis also identified three known and four novel ‘ghost’

subgenomes in Brachypodium, thus shedding light on the

complex and intricate evolutionary history of this grass

model genus. Our method could be of significant value in

studies of polyploid plants that have complex histories of

hybridizations and polyploidizations.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Genomic data of Triticum–Aegilops

Genomic sequence data of Triticum and Aegilops species with
known chromosome numbers and ploidy levels were retrieved
from Marcussen et al. (2014a) and (2014b). These data included
275 orthogroups of diploids T. urartu, T. monococcum, Ae. spel-
toides, Ae. tauschii and Ae. sharonesis, and allohexaploid T. aes-
tivum. Additionally, cDNA sequences of the allotetraploid T.
turgidum (T. turgidum subsp. durum; Svevo.v1; release 47 of
https://plants.ensembl.org/Triticum_turgidum/Info/Index; Macca-
ferri et al. 2019; Howe et al. 2020) and genome data of the close
outgroups O. sativa (Osativa_323_v7.0; http://phytozome.jgi.doe.
gov/; Ouyang et al. 2007), B. distachyon (Bdistachyon_314_v3.1;
http://phytozome.jgi.doe.gov/; IBI 2010) and H. vulgare (ftp://

ftpmips.helmholtz-muenchen.de/plants/barley/genome_
release2017/; Mascher et al. 2017) were added to this dataset.

Brachypodium sampling, chromosome counting and GS

determination

Eleven Brachypodium species and two ecotypes [all known
diploids B. arbuscula, B. distachyon, B. pinnatum, B. stacei and B.
sylvaticum, and polyploids B. boissieri, B. hybridum, B. mexi-
canum, B. phoenicoides (Bpho6 and Bpho422 accessions), B. retu-
sum and B. rupestre] were studied (Table S2; Methods S1). The
GS and chromosome counting estimations were performed using
flow cytometry and on DAPI-stained meristematic root cells fol-
lowing the protocols of Dole�zel et al. (2007) and Jenkins and Has-
terok (2007), respectively. The ploidy levels were inferred from the
chromosome counts (2n) and the GS (pg/2C) estimations that
were performed in the same accessions that were used in the tran-
scriptome study, and through the GS and 2n values that were
obtained in conspecific accessions that showed similar values
(Table S2; Methods S1).

Transcriptomic data of Brachypodium

Plants for transcriptome analysis were grown in the greenhouses
of the Arnold Arboretum of Harvard University. Total RNA was
isolated from the leaf tissue of each individual plant under one of
the following conditions: control, soil-drying stress, heat stress
and salt stress; pooled RNAs were used for the sequencing. RNA
was isolated using Rneasy extraction kits (Qiagen, Hilden, Ger-
many), quantified using a NanoDrop spectrophotometer (Thermo-
Fisher, Waltham, MA, USA), and checked for integrity using a
BioAnalyzer (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA). RNASeq libraries
were prepared at the Whitehead Institute Genome Technology
Core and sequenced at the Bauer Core of Harvard University on
Illumina HiSeq 2500 sequencers. Transcript sequences were
assembled using trinityrnaseq-r20140717 (Grabherr et al. 2011). A
de novo assembly of the Brachypodium RNA-seq reads
(Table S3a) produced 72–160 thousand transcript isoforms with
median lengths ranging between 414 and 555 bp (Table S3b). The
Brachypodium RNA-seq data were deposited in the ENA (Euro-
pean Nucleotide Archive; https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena; Methods S1).
The RNA-seq data of B. distachyon (Bd21) and B. sylvaticum
(Brasy-Esp) were obtained from Bettgenhaeuser et al. (2017) and
Fox et al. (2013), respectively, and data of the outgroups Oryza
sativa (SRX738077) and Hordeum vulgare (ERR159679) were
obtained from the INSDC archives.

Plastid data of Brachypodium

Plastid reads of the studied Brachypodium samples were filtered
from the pool of RNA-seq data with DUK (http://duk.sourceforge.
net; Li et al. 2011) using a reference set of 23 grass plastomes and
a matching K-mer composition of K = 24. De novo assembling
and clustering of B. pinnatum, B. rupestre, B. phoenicoides
(Bpho6 and Bpho422 ecotypes), B. mexicanum, B. boissieri and B.
retusum transcripts plus CDS sequences extracted from plastomes
of B. distachyon Bd21 (NC_011032; Bortiri et al. 2008), B. stacei
ABR114 (NC_036837), B. hybridum ABR113 (NC_036836), B. syl-
vaticum (Sin1, Phytozome) and B. arbuscula (Barb1, Phytozome)
were performed with NOVOPlasty (Dierckxsens et al. 2017) and
the pipeline described in Sancho et al. (2018) rendering an aligned
data matrix. A total of 31 plastome core transcripts (atpA, atpF,
ccsA, cemA, clpP, matk, ndhB, ndhJ, ndhK, petA, petB, petD,
psaA, psaB, psaI, psbA, psbB, psbC, psbE, psbH, psbI, psbK,
psbM, psbN, rbcL, rpl22, rpoA, rpoB, rps16, rps4 and rps7 30end
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partial sequences) were recovered from this dataset, aligned and
concatenated for phylogenomic analyses.

Orthology assessments of nuclear B. stacei-2x and B.

hybridum-4x transcripts used in the phylogenomic

analyses of Brachypodium polyploids

For the reference-transcriptome assessment, Blastn (blast-2.6.0+;
Altschul et al. 1990; Camacho et al. 2009) searches were con-
ducted to compare and match the respective 322 and 222 assem-
bled transcripts of B. stacei (accession TE4.3) and B. hybridum
(accession BdTR6g) to the available reference primary transcripts
of B. stacei (accession ABR114; Phytozome v13: Bstacei_316_v1.1.-
transcript_primaryTranscriptOnly) and B. hybridum (accession
ABR113; Phytozome v13: Bhybridum_463_v1.1.transcript_pri-
maryTranscriptOnly; Goodstein et al. 2012). For the reference-
genome assessment, raw Illumina reads from the resequenced B.
stacei TE4.3 (NCBI SRR1802178) and B. hybridum BdTR6g (Phyto-
zome) accessions were mapped to their respective B. stacei
(ABR114; https://phytozome-next.jgi.doe.gov/info/Bstacei_v1_1)
and B. hybridum (ABR113; https://phytozome-next.jgi.doe.gov/info/
Bhybridum_v1_1) reference genomes with BWA v. 0.7.12-r1039 (Li
and Durbin 2009). Samtools and bcftools (Li et al. 2009;
Li 2011) were used to assemble the consensus gene
sequences (Methods S1). The genes encoding their respective 322
and 222 transcripts were filtered from each genic dataset, and their
identities compared with their respective reference genes (ortho-
logs) using the Blastn approach. Best Blastn matches with percent-
ages of identity > 95% to the primary reference transcript or to its
encoding reference gene were considered a strong evidence of
gene orthology, whereas other matches with percentages of iden-
tity < 95% or showing high identity percent but short sequence
overlap were considered as potential paralogs. Matches with high
percentages of identity but corresponding to genes from the other
progenitor subgenome (B. hybridum) were treated as homeologs.

CDS data from Brachypodium reference genomes

Full CDSs of the 322 Brachypodium transcripts used in the subge-
nome assignation analysis were retrieved from the available refer-
ence genomes of diploid B. distachyon Bd21 (Phytozome v13:
Bdistachyon_314_v3.1), B. stacei ABR114 (Phytozome v13: Bsta-
cei_316_v1.1), B. arbuscula (Phytozome: BarbusculaBARB1v3.1), B.
sylvaticum (Phytozome 13: Bsylvaticum_490_v1.1), H. vulgare
(Hvulgare_IBSC_PGSB; Mascher et al. 2017) and O. sativa (Phyto-
zome 13: Osativa_323_v7.0) species, and of the allotetraploid B.
hybridum ABR113 (Phytozome v13: Bhybridum_463_v1.1), and
clustered using GET_HOMOLOGUES-EST v09112017 (Contreras-
Moreira et al. 2017). The default parameters of the program were
relaxed to an identity percent value of 75% and a coverage percent
value of 10% due to the high variability of sequence lengths
among the samples, recovering 193 CDS clusters. These were
employed to assess the accuracy of the PhyloSD pipeline while
assigning B. hybridum ABR113 homeologs (Figure S4), which ulti-
mately produced 160 filtered CDSs.

Phylogenomic and dating analyses

The Brachypodium nuclear and plastid datasets and Triticum–
Aegilops datasets were aligned using GET_HOMOLOGUES-EST
v09112017 (Contreras-Moreira et al. 2017) and MAFFT v7.222
(Katoh et al. 2002; Katoh and Standley 2013), respectively. Multi-
ple alignments were trimmed with TrimAl 1.4.1 (Capella-Guti�errez
et al. 2009). The ML analyses were performed using IQ-TREE
v.1.6.1 imposing the optimal substitution model selected by

ModelFinder for each partition or dataset in terms of the AICc
(Minh et al. 2013; Nguyen et al. 2014; Chernomor et al. 2016;
Kalyaanamoorthy et al. 2017). The ultrafast bootstrap searches
were replicated 1000 times (Methods S1). When checking the
diploid species topology, trees were pruned with the Newick Utils
(Junier and Zdobnov 2010). The Bayesian phylogenetic dating
analysis of the Brachypodium nuclear dataset was conducted
using BEAST 2.4.7 (Bouckaert et al. 2014) imposing the GTR sub-
stitution model, lognormal relaxed clock (clock rate = 1 9 10�4)
and Birth–Death tree models and secondary calibrations (Methods
S1). The distance-based coalescence analyses of the Brachy-
podium and Triticum–Aegilops nuclear diploid MSAs that recon-
structed their respective diploid species tree were performed
using ASTRAL v5.7.3 (Zhang et al. 2018), and STAR and STEAC (R
v.3.5.1; Liu and Yu 2010; Methods S1).

Performance of the Subgenome Assignment algorithm in

the presence of ILS in Brachypodium

The COAL program (Degnan and Salter 2005) was used to com-
pute the theoretical probabilities of the gene tree topologies from
fixed species trees under a multispecies ILS scenario using two
strategies (Tables S6 and S7). The Subgenome Assignment algo-
rithm was applied to each set of probabilities that had been com-
puted from COAL for a single species tree, and the selected
subgenomes were matched to the expected subgenomes in order
to validate the algorithm. In strategy (i), the homeologous subge-
nomes of the Brachypodium allopolyploids were coded as for the
observed data, and the divergence time for each polyploid lineage
was inferred from the closer ancestral node that included it as a
sister lineage to its diploid species (Figures 3c and 4a; Tables
S6a–c). This species tree was used to compute the theoretical dis-
tribution of all of the gene tree topologies that had the optimal
diploid skeleton topology and that contained the polyploid subge-
nome. The branch lengths were transformed to CU, where
CU = g/2Ne, and assuming g = 1.5 years per generation and opti-
mal effective population sizes of Ne = 5E5, Ne = 1E6 and
Ne = 2E6. In strategy (ii), the theoretical distributions from two
homeologous subgenomes were proportionally merged in order
to recreate the genomic compositions of the Brachypodium allote-
traploids, following the same criteria as for the observed home-
olog types (Figure 3b,c). An effective population size of Ne = 5E5
individuals and two branch lengths were tested for all of the lin-
eages of a fixed tree using different CUs [deep coalescence (1 CU),
equivalent to 1.5 My; and shallow coalescence (0.5 CU), equivalent
to 0.75 My (Tables S7a–c; Methods S1)].

Comparative chromosome barcoding

Three perennial Brachypodium species, B. arbuscula Barb502
(2n = 2x = 18), B. boissieri Bbois10 (2n = 6x = 48) and B. retusum
Bret504 (2n = 4x = 32), were analyzed in this study along with the
reference B. distachyon Bd21 (Table S2). Multisubstrate chromo-
some preparations (reference B. distachyon plus one other
Brachypodium species at a time) were prepared from root-tip
meristems as described in Hasterok et al. (2006). The 43 BAC
clones (Table S8) that were used in this study were previously
employed in the construction of the karyotypes of other Brachy-
podium genomes (Figure 5; Lusinska et al. 2019). These probes
came from the BD_ABa and BD_CBa genomic DNA libraries gener-
ated from the five assemblies of FingerPrinted Contigs that had
been assigned to the respective reference chromosomes of B. dis-
tachyon (Febrer et al. 2010). In order to determine any potential
intraspecific variation, each clone was mapped to the chromo-
some preparations of at least three individuals of each species or
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accession. The probe labeling with nick translation using
tetramethylrhodamine-5-dUTP, digoxigenin-11-dUTP or biotin-16-
dUTP (Sigma-Aldrich) and FISH were performed according to
Jenkins and Hasterok (2007) with minor modifications (Lusinska
et al. 2018). The images were acquired using a wide-field epifluo-
rescence microscope (AxioImager.Z.2, Zeiss, Oberkochen, Ger-
many) and a high-sensitivity monochromatic camera (AxioCam
Mrm, Zeiss), and then uniformly processed using ZEN 2.3 Pro
(Zeiss) and Photoshop CS3 (Adobe, San Jos�e, CA, USA).
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Appendix S1. Development of the PhyloSD pipeline. Step-by-step
application of the algorithms to the benchmarked Triticum–Aegi-
lops dataset and the Brachypodium case study. Each step is num-
bered and referenced to the bioinformatic workflow shown in
Figure S1.

Methods S1. Sampling, genome size, chromosome counting and
ploidy level estimations of Brachypodium.

Data S1. List of the 322 nuclear validated core genes used in the
phylogenomic analyses of the studied Brachypodium and out-
group samples. Information on Brachypodium gene identity (ID;
Brachypodium database), gene annotation results from SwissProt
and Ensemble Genomes databases, and gene description from
SwissProt, are indicated for each gene.

Data S2. Blastn matching analysis of the B. stacei TE4.3 and B. hybri-
dum BdTR6g nuclear validated core transcript used in this study to
the primary transcripts of their respective reference transcriptomes.
(a) 322 B. stacei TE4.3 core transcripts were used as query to match
the corresponding primary transcripts of the B. stacei ABR114 refe-
rence transcriptome. (b) 222 B. hybridum BdTR6g core transcripts
were used as query to match the corresponding primary transcripts
of the B. hybridum ABR113 reference transcriptome. Values highligh-
ted in bold indicate the best match for each query. In B. hybridum,
values with red and blue background colors correspond to B. stacei
and B. distachyon subgenomic matches, respectively.

Data S3. Blastn between the B. stacei TE4.3 and B. hybridum
BdTR6g assembled genes that encode the nuclear validated core
transcript used in this study and the annotated genes of their
respective reference genomes. (a) 322 B. stacei TE4.3 genes were
used as query to match the corresponding annotated genes of the
B. stacei ABR114 reference genome (only 321 genes could be sear-
ched as one gene was not annotated in the B. stacei ABR114 gen-
ome). (b) 222 B. hybridum BdTR6g genes were used as query to
match the corresponding annotated genes of the B. hybridum
ABR113 reference genome. Values highlighted in bold indicate the
best match for each query. In B. hybridum, values with red and
blue background colors correspond to B. stacei and B. distachyon
subgenomic matches, respectively.

Figure S1. A detailed workflow of our phylogenomic subgenome
detection (PhyloSD) pipeline highlighting the scripts used in our
‘Nearest Diploid Species Node’, ‘Bootstrapping Refinement’ and
‘Subgenome Assignment’ algorithms. Bioinformatics tools and
analyses are shown in turquoise color, the outputs of each step in
green color, and the two main final outputs of the first/second and
third algorithms in violet and red, respectively. Parallel coale-
scence-based validations for the selection of the optimal diploid
skeleton tree and the tested efficiency of the ‘Subgenome Assi-
gnment’ algorithm are indicated in blue letters.

Figure S2. (a) The optimal Triticum–Aegilops diploid skeleton trees
obtained through distance-based coalescence analyses with the
ASTRAL, STAR and STEAC programs using 259 genes. (b) Bidi-
mensional principal coordinate analysis (PCoA) plot constructed
from pairwise patristic distances between diploid ortholog and
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polyploid homeolog tips of the Triticum–Aegilops homeologs’ ML
tree computed with NTSYS-pc v2.10j. Each homeolog was labeled
according to the branch of the skeleton diploid tree where it was
grafted to (Figure 2a,b) using the ‘Nearest Diploid Species Node’
algorithm. A minimum spanning tree was superimposed on the
PCoA. The down-frequency-rank of grafting distributions of each
polyploid homeolog-type across 100 bootstrap gene trees
(Table S1a) is represented as a colored cluster in solid (1st rank),
dashed (2nd rank) and dotted (3rd and 4th ranks) lines. Only the
most frequent homeolog-types are shown according to ploidy
level. Black lower-case letters in squares indicate groups of homeo-
log-types. Capital letters indicate the inferred homeolog subgeno-
mes using the Subgenome Assignment algorithm (Table 1a,
Inferred Subgenomes; Table S1b). Clusters represent bootstrap
distributions of homeologs with threshold cut-off values over 10%
(Table S1a). Color lower case letters next to clusters indicate the
polyploids’ homeolog-types that generated the overlapping distri-
butions. Color codes for taxa and line styles for ranks of homeolog-
type frequencies are indicated in the respective charts.

Figure S3. (a) The optimal Brachypodium diploid skeleton trees
obtained through distance-based coalescence analyses with the
ASTRAL, STAR and STEAC programs using 1877 core transcripts.
(b) Bidimensional principal coordinate analysis (PCoA) plot con-
structed from pairwise patristic distances between diploid ortho-
log and polyploid homeolog tips of the Brachypodium
homeologs’ ML tree computed with NTSYS-pc v2.10j. Each
homeolog was labeled according to the branch of the skeleton
diploid tree where it was grafted to (Figure 3a,b) using the ‘Nea-
rest Diploid Species Node’ algorithm. A minimum spanning tree
was superimposed on the PCoA. The down-frequency-rank of
grafting distributions of each polyploid homeolog-type across 100
bootstrap gene trees (Table S4a) is represented as a colored clus-
ter in solid (1st rank), dashed (2nd rank) and dotted (3rd and 4th
ranks) lines. Only the most frequent homeolog-types are shown
according to ploidy level. Black lower-case letters in squares indi-
cate groups of homeolog-types. Capital letters indicate the infer-
red homeolog subgenomes using the Subgenome Assignment
algorithm (Table 1b, Inferred Subgenomes; Table S4b). Clusters
represent bootstrap distributions of homeologs with threshold
cut-off values over 10% (Table S4a). Color lower case letters next
to clusters indicate the polyploids’ homeolog-types that generated
the overlapping distributions. Color codes for taxa and line styles
for ranks of homeolog-type frequencies are indicated in the
respective charts.

Figure S4. (a) The Brachypodium diploid species trees obtained
through distance-based coalescence analyses with the ASTRAL,
STAR and STEAC programs using 193 orthologous coding
sequences (CDSs) of the Brachypodium (B. stacei ABR114, B. dista-
chyon Bd21, B. arbuscula Barb1, B. sylvaticum Ain-1) and outgroup
diploid references genomes. (b) Brachypodium hybridum ABR113
homeologs’ ML consensus tree based on 160 orthologous CDS
(Table S5) with the polyploid homeolog sequences labeled accor-
ding to the Nearest Diploid Species Node algorithm (‘b’ and ‘d’). (c)
Brachypodium hybridum ABR113 subgenomic ML consensus tree
based on 160 orthologous CDS with its homeolog subgenomes
labeled according to the Subgenome Assignment algorithm (‘B’
and ‘D’). Oryza sativa and Hordeum vulgare were used as the out-
groups. All SH-aLRT/UltraFast Bootstrap supports are 100/100.

Figure S5. (a) Brachypodium nuclear diploid skeleton tree based
on 322 core transcripts. (b) Brachypodium plastid diploid skeleton
tree based on 31 plastid transcripts. The values on branches indi-
cate the SH-aLRT/UltraFast Bootstrap supports.

Figure S6. Distribution of the BAC clones derived from chromoso-
mes Bd1–Bd5 of B. distachyon (2n = 10, x = 5) that were

comparatively mapped to, respectively, the chromosomes of the
(a) diploid B. arbuscula (2n = 18, x = 9), (b) autohexaploid B. bois-
sieri (2n = 48, x = 8 + 8 + 8) and (c) allotetraploid B. retusum
(2n = 32, x = 8 + 8). Only one homolog from a pair is shown. The
diagrams next to the Brachypodium [Bd, Ba (a); Bd, Bb (b); Bd,
Bb, Br (c)] chromosomes align the BAC clones to the homeolo-
gous regions (syntenic segments) in the relevant ancestral rice
chromosome equivalents Os1–Os12. Black diamonds and dotted
lines indicate the hypothetical fusion points of the ancestral rice
chromosome equivalents (adapted from IBI 2010). Red dashed
lines indicate the chromosomal breakpoints in the Ba-genome
chromosomes of B. arbuscula (a), Bb-genome chromosomes of B.
boissieri (b) and Bb- and Br-subgenome chromosomes in B. retu-
sum (c) that were found using CCB. Red arrows point to a pericen-
tric inversion that was found on chromosome Bb6 (b, c).

Figure S7. BAC-FISH-based comparative chromosome barcoding
with the clones derived from chromosome Bd1 (a) and Bd2 (c) of
B. distachyon (2n = 10, x = 5) mapped to chromosomes Ba2, Ba6
and Ba7 (b) and chromosomes Ba1 and Ba8 (d) of B. arbuscula
(2n = 18, x = 9). Only one homolog from a pair is shown. The
colors of the BAC identifiers in the first column indicate the fluo-
rochrome that was used [green, FITC; red, tetramethylrhodamine;
yellow (false color), Alexa Fluor 647]. The chromosomes were
counterstained with DAPI (blue). The colored bars on the left and
the BAC identifiers that were assigned to specific clones corre-
spond to those on the cytogenetic maps in Figure S6. BACs
Bd1S/1 and Bd1L/14 from Bd1 mapped to chromosome Ba2, pro-
bes Bd1S/3 and Bd1L/12 hybridized to Ba6 and probes Bd1S/7-
Bd1L/8 to Ba7 (b). BACs Bd2S/1-2 and Bd2L/5-6 from Bd2 map-
ped to chromosome Ba1, probes Bd2S/3 and Bd2L/4 hybridized
to Ba8 (d). Probes Bd1S/1-3-7, Bd1L/8-12-14 from Bd1 and Bd2S/
1-2-3, Bd2L/4-5-6 from Bd2 show the chromosomal breakpoints
in B. arbuscula (b, d) compared with the chromosomal fusion
points in B. distachyon (a, c). Probes Bd1S/1+ CEN + Bd1L/14
map to chromosome Ba2, whereas probes Bd1S/3 + CEN + Bd1L/
12 hybridized to chromosome Ba6 and Bd1S/7 + CEN + Bd1L/8 to
chromosome Ba7 (b), thus indicating the presence of two NCF
events in the Bd genome of B. distachyon that involve three
ancestral chromosomes, which were similar to Ba2, Ba6 and Ba7
of the x = 9 genome. Probes Bd2S/1 + CEN + Bd2L/6 hybridized
to Ba1, whereas probes Bd2S/3 + CEN + Bd2L/4 map to chromo-
some Bp8 (d), thus indicating the presence of one NCF event in
the Bd genome of B. distachyon that involved two ancestral
chromosomes that were similar to Ba1 and Ba8 of the x = 9 gen-
ome of B. arbuscula.

Figure S8. BAC-FISH-based comparative chromosome barcoding
with the clones derived from chromosome Bd3 (a) and Bd4, Bd5
(c) of B. distachyon (2n = 10, x = 5) mapped to chromosomes Ba4
and Ba3 (b) and chromosomes Ba5 and Ba4 (d) of B. arbuscula
(2n = 18, x = 9). Only one homolog from a pair is shown. The col-
ors of the BAC identifiers in the first column indicate the fluoro-
chrome that was used [green, FITC; red, tetramethylrhodamine;
yellow (false color), Alexa Fluor 647]. The chromosomes were
counterstained with DAPI (blue). The colored bars on the left and
the BAC identifiers that were assigned to specific clones corre-
spond to those on the cytogenetic maps in Figure S6(a). BACs
Bd3S/1 and Bd3L/10 from Bd3 mapped to chromosome Ba4, pro-
bes Bd3S/3-5 and Bd3L/6-7 hybridized to Ba3 (b). BACs Bd4S/1-3-4
and Bd4L/6-8-10 from Bd4 mapped to chromosome Ba5 (d). Pro-
bes Bd5S/1 and Bd5L/2 hybridized to Ba9 (d). Probes Bd3S/1-3-5,
Bd3L/6-7-10 from Bd3 show the chromosomal breakpoints in
B. arbuscula (b) compared with the chromosomal fusion points
in B. distachyon (a). Probes Bd3S/1+ CEN + Bd3L/10 map to chro-
mosome Ba4, whereas probes Bd3S/5 + CEN + Bd3L/6 hybridized
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to chromosome Ba3, thus indicating the presence of one NCF
event in the Bd genome of B. distachyon that involved two ances-
tral chromosomes, which were similar to Ba4 and Ba3 of the x = 9
genome. Probes Bd2S/1 + CEN + Bd2L/6 hybridized to Ba1, whe-
reas probes Bd2S/3 + CEN + Bd2L/4 map to chromosome Bp8 (d),
thus indicating the presence of one NCF event in the Bd genome
of B. distachyon that involved two ancestral chromosomes that
were similar to Ba1 and Ba8 of B. arbuscula.

Figure S9. BAC-FISH-based comparative chromosome barcoding
with the clones derived from chromosome Bd1 of (a) B. dista-
chyon (2n = 10, x = 5) mapped to six Bb2 and six Bb6 chromo-
somes (b) of autohexaploid B. boissieri (2n = 48, x = 8 + 8 + 8).
Only one homolog from a pair is shown. The colors of the BAC
identifiers in the first column indicate the fluorochrome that
was used [green, FITC; red, tetramethylrhodamine; yellow (false
color), Alexa Fluor 647]. The chromosomes were counterstained
with DAPI (blue). The colored bars on the left and the BAC
identifiers that were assigned to specific clones correspond to
those on the cytogenetic maps in Figure S6b. BACs Bd1S/1-2
and Bd1L/13-14 mapped to chromosomes Bb2, probes Bd1S/3-7
and Bd1L/8-12 to Bb6. BAC clones Bd1S/1-3 and Bd1L/12-14
show chromosomal breakpoints in all three subgenomes of Bb
compared with the chromosomal fusion points in the genome
Bd. Probes Bd1S/1+ CEN + Bd1L/14 map to chromosome Bb2,
whereas probes Bd1S/3 + CEN + Bd1L/12 hybridized to chromo-
some Bb6, thus indicating the presence of one NCF event in the
Bd genome of B. distachyon that involved two ancestral chro-
mosomes, which were similar to Bb2 and Bb6. Within the BAC
triplet Bd1S/3-5, clones Bd1S/4-5 mapped to the opposite chro-
mosome arm compared with Bd1S/3. Probe triplets Bd1S/5-6-7
were characterized by an inverted arrangement of clones on the
long arm of Bb2 compared with the short arm of the chromo-
some Bd. Comparative mapping of Probe Bd1S/7 + CEN + Bd1L/
8 indicated the presence of a pericentric inversion within chro-
mosome Bb6 of B. boissieri.

Figure S10. BAC-FISH-based comparative chromosome barcoding
with the clones derived from chromosome Bd2 and Bd4 of (a) B.
distachyon (2n = 10, x = 5) mapped to six Bb1 and six Bb8 chro-
mosomes (b) of autohexaploid B. boissieri (2n = 48,
x = 8 + 8 + 8). Only one homolog from a pair is shown. The colors
of the BAC identifiers in the first column indicate the fluorochrome
that was used [green, FITC; red, tetramethylrhodamine; yellow
(false color), Alexa Fluor 647]. The chromosomes were counter-
stained with DAPI (blue). The colored bars on the left and the BAC
identifiers that were assigned to specific clones correspond to
those on the cytogenetic maps in Figure S6(b). BACs Bd2S/1-2
and Bd2L/5-6 mapped to chromosomes Bb1, probes Bd2S/3 and
Bd2L/4 to Bb8. BAC clones Bd2S/1-3 and Bd2L/4-6 show chromo-
somal breakpoints in all three subgenomes of Bb compared with
the chromosomal fusion points in the genome Bd. Probes Bd2S/
1+ CEN + Bd2L/6 map to chromosome Bb1, whereas probes Bd2S/
3 + CEN + Bd2L/4 hybridized to chromosome Bb8, thus indicating
the presence of one NCF event in the Bd genome of B. distachyon
that involve two ancestral chromosomes, which were similar to
Bb1 and Bb8. Within the BAC triplet Bd2S/3 + Bd4S/4 + Bd5L/2
and Bd2S/3 + CEN+ Bd4L/6 probes Bd2-derived and Bd4-derived
mapped to the opposite arms of the chromosome Bb8 indicating
the presence of chromosomal fusion.

Figure S11. BAC-FISH-based comparative chromosome barcoding
with the clones derived from chromosome Bd3 of (a) B. dista-
chyon (2n = 10, x = 5) mapped to six Bb4 and six Bb3 chromoso-
mes (b) of autohexaploid B. boissieri (2n = 48, x = 8 + 8 + 8). Only
one homolog from a pair is shown. The colors of the BAC identi-
fiers in the first column indicate the fluorochrome that was used

[green, FITC; red, tetramethylrhodamine; yellow (false color),
Alexa Fluor 647]. The chromosomes were counterstained with
DAPI (blue). The colored bars on the left and the BAC identifiers
that were assigned to specific clones correspond to those on the
cytogenetic maps in Figure S6(b). BACs Bd3S/1-2 and Bd3L/8-10
mapped to chromosomes Bb4, whereas probes Bd3S/3-5 and
Bd3L/6-7 mapped to Bb3. BAC clones Bd3S/1-3 and Bd3L/6-8 show
chromosomal breakpoints in all three subgenomes Bb compared
with the chromosomal fusion points in the genome Bd. Probes
Bd3S/1+ CEN + Bd3L/10 map to chromosome Bb4, whereas pro-
bes Bd3S/5 + CEN + Bd3L/6 hybridized to chromosome Bb3, thus
indicating the presence of one NCF event in the Bd genome of B.
distachyon that involve two ancestral chromosomes, which were
similar to Bb4 and Bb3.

Figure S12. BAC-FISH-based comparative chromosome barcoding
with the clones derived from chromosome Bd4 of (a) B. dista-
chyon (2n = 10, x = 5) mapped to six Bb5 and six Bb8 chromoso-
mes (b) of autohexaploid B. boissieri (2n = 48, x = 8 + 8 + 8) and
from Bd5 of (a) B. distachyon mapped to six Bb7 chromosomes
(b) of B. boissieri. Only one homolog from a pair is shown. The
colors of the BAC identifiers in the first column indicate the fluoro-
chrome that was used [green, FITC; red, tetramethylrhodamine;
yellow (false color), Alexa Fluor 647]. The chromosomes were
counterstained with DAPI (blue). The colored bars on the left and
the BAC identifiers that were assigned to specific clones corre-
spond to those on the cytogenetic maps in Figure S6(b). BACs
Bd4S/1-3 and Bd4L/7-10 mapped to chromosomes Bb5, probes
Bd4S/4-5 and Bd4L/6 to Bb8. BAC clones Bd4S/3-5 and Bd4L/6-7
show chromosomal breakpoints in all three subgenomes Bb com-
pared with the chromosomal fusion points in the genome Bd. Pro-
bes Bd4S/1+ CEN + Bd4L/10 map to chromosome Bb5, whereas
probes Bd4S/5 + CEN + Bd4L/6 hybridized to chromosome Bb8,
thus indicating the presence of one NCF event in the Bd genome
of B. distachyon that involve two ancestral chromosomes. Within
the BAC triplets, Bd4S/5 + CEN + Bd4L/6 mapped to the same
chromosome arm compared with Bd4 of B. distachyon and BACs
Bd5S/1 and Bd5L/2 mapped to short and long arms of chromoso-
mes Bb7 of B. boissieri, respectively.

Figure S13. BAC-FISH-based comparative chromosome barcoding
with the clones derived from chromosomes Bd1–Bd4 of (a) B.
distachyon (2n = 10, x = 5) mapped to various chromosomes (b)
of autohexaploid B. boissieri (2n = 48, x = 8 + 8 + 8). Only one
homolog from a pair is shown. The colors of the BAC identifiers in
the first column indicate the fluorochrome that was used [green,
FITC; red, tetramethylrhodamine; yellow (false color), Alexa Fluor
647]. The chromosomes were counterstained with DAPI (blue).
The colored bars on the left and the BAC identifiers that were assi-
gned to specific clones correspond to those on the cytogenetic
maps in Figure S6(b). Within each BAC triplet, the probes corre-
spond to different ancestral chromosomes. None of the applied
BAC triplets indicate chromosomal fusion or different hybridiza-
tion pattern among subgenomes.

Figure S14. BAC-FISH-based comparative chromosome barcoding
with the clones derived from chromosome Bd1 and Bd3 of (a) B.
distachyon (2n = 10, x = 5) mapped to chromosomes Bb2, Bbr2,
Bb6, Br4, Br6 and Br5 (b) of allotetraploid B. retusum (2n = 32,
x = 8 + 8). Only one homolog from a pair is shown. The colors of
the BAC identifiers in the first column indicate the fluorochrome
that was used [green, FITC; red, tetramethylrhodamine; yellow
(false color), Alexa Fluor 647]. The chromosomes were counter-
stained with DAPI (blue). The colored bars on the left and the BAC
identifiers that were assigned to specific clones correspond to
those on the cytogenetic maps in Figure S6(c). BACs Bd1S/1-2 and
Bd1L/13-14 mapped to chromosomes Bb2 and Br2. BAC clones
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Bd1S/3-7 and Bd1L/8-12 mapped to chromosome Bb6, probes
Bd1S/3-4 and Bd1L/10-12 hybridized to Br4. Moreover, BACs Bd1S/
5-7 mapped to Br6 and Bd1L/8-9 hybridized to Br5. BAC clones
Bd1S/1-3, Bd1S/3-5, Bd1S/7 + CEN + Bd1L/8, Bd1L/8-10 and Bd1L/
12-14 show chromosomal breakpoints in subgenomes Bb and Br
compared with the chromosomal fusion points in the genome Bd.
Probes Bd1S/1+ CEN + Bd1L/14 map to chromosomes Bb2 and
Br2, whereas probes Bd1S/3 + CEN + Bd1L/12 hybridized to chro-
mosomes Bb6 and Br4. Within the BAC triplet Bd1S/3-5, clones
Bd1S/4-5 mapped to the opposite chromosome arm of Bb6 com-
pared with probe Bd1S/3. Probe triplets Bd1S/5-6-7 were characte-
rized by an inverted arrangement of clones on the long arm of
Bb2 compared with the short arm of the chromosome Bd. Compa-
rative mapping of probes Bd1S/7 + CEN + Bd1L/8 indicating the
presence of a pericentric inversion within chromosome Bb6.
Within BAC triplet Bd1S/3 + Bd1S/7 + Bd3S/1 probes Bd1S/
3 + Bd1S/7 mapped to the same arm of the chromosome Bb6 indi-
cating the presence of chromosomal fusion that involve two ance-
stral chromosomes, similar to chromosome Bd1 of B. distachyon.
Moreover, in contrast to B. distachyon chromosomes probes
Bd1S/3 + Bd3S/1 mapped to the same arm of the chromosome
Br4 indicating the presence of chromosomal fusion that involved
two ancestral chromosomes.

Figure S15. BAC-FISH-based comparative chromosome barcoding
with the clones derived from chromosome Bd2, Bd4 and Bd5 of
(a) B. distachyon (2n = 10, x = 5) mapped to chromosomes Bb1,
Br1, Bb8, Br8, Br6 and Br7 (b) of allotetraploid B. retusum
(2n = 32, x = 8 + 8). Only one homolog from a pair is shown. The
colors of the BAC identifiers in the first column indicate the fluoro-
chrome that was used [green, FITC; red, tetramethylrhodamine;
yellow (false color), Alexa Fluor 647]. The chromosomes were
counterstained with DAPI (blue). The colored bars on the left and
the BAC identifiers that were assigned to specific clones corre-
spond to those on the cytogenetic maps in Figure S6(c). BACs
Bd2S/1-2 and Bd2L/5-6 mapped to chromosomes Bb1 and Br1 pro-
bes Bd2S/3 and Bd2L/4 to Bb8 and Br8. BAC clones Bd2S/1-3 and
Bd2L/4-6 show chromosomal breakpoints in subgenomes Bb and
Br compared with the chromosomal fusion points in the genome
Bd. Probes Bd2S/1+ CEN + Bd2L/6 map to chromosomes Bb1 and
Br1, whereas probes Bd2S/3 + CEN + Bd2L/4 hybridized to chro-
mosomes Bb8 and Br8. Within the BAC triplet Bd2S/3 + Bd4S/
4 + Bd5L/2 probes Bd2-derived and Bd4-derived mapped to the
opposite arms of the chromosome Bb8 indicating the presence of
chromosomal fusion in Bb that differentiate it from genome Br.

Figure S16. BAC-FISH-based comparative chromosome barcoding
with the clones derived from chromosome Bd3 of (a) B. dista-
chyon (2n = 10, x = 5) mapped to chromosomes Bb4, Br4, Bb3
and Br3 (b) of allotetraploid B. retusum (2n = 32, x = 8 + 8). Only
one homolog from a pair is shown. The colors of the BAC identi-
fiers in the first column indicate the fluorochrome that was used
[green, FITC; red, tetramethylrhodamine; yellow (false color),
Alexa Fluor 647]. The chromosomes were counterstained with
DAPI (blue). The colored bars on the left and the BAC identifiers
that were assigned to specific clones correspond to those on the
cytogenetic maps in Figure S6(c). BACs Bd3S/1-2 and Bd3L/8-10
mapped to chromosomes Bb4 and Br4, whereas probes Bd3S/3-5
and Bd3L/6-7 mapped to Bb3 and Br3. BAC clones Bd3S/1-3 and
Bd3L/6-8 show chromosomal breakpoints in subgenomes Bb and
Br compared with the chromosomal fusion points in the genome
Bd. Probes Bd3S/1+ CEN + Bd3L/10 map to chromosomes Bb4
and Br4, whereas probes Bd3S/5 + CEN + Bd3L/6 hybridized to
chromosomes Bb3 and Br3.

Figure S17. BAC-FISH-based comparative chromosome barcoding
with the clones derived from chromosome Bd4 and Bd1 of (a) B.

distachyon (2n = 10, x = 5) mapped to chromosomes Bb5, Br5,
Bb6, Br6 and Bb8 (b) of allotetraploid B. retusum (2n = 32,
x = 8 + 8). Only one homolog from a pair is shown. The colors of
the BAC identifiers in the first column indicate the fluorochrome
that was used [green, FITC; red, tetramethylrhodamine; yellow
(false color), Alexa Fluor 647]. The chromosomes were counter-
stained with DAPI (blue). The colored bars on the left and the BAC
identifiers that were assigned to specific clones correspond to
those on the cytogenetic maps in Figure S6(c). BACs Bd4S/1-3 and
Bd4L/7-10 mapped to chromosome Bb5 and probes Bd4S/4
and Bd4L/6 hybridized to chromosome Bb8. Probes Bd4S/1-5 and
Bd4L/6 hybridized to Br6, BAC clones Bd4L/7-10 mapped to chro-
mosomes Br5. BAC clones Bd4L/6-8 and Bd4S/1 + Bd4S/5 + Bd4L/
8 show chromosomal breakpoints in both Bb and Br subgenomes
compared with the chromosomal fusion points in the genome Bd.
In contrast to Bd genome, BAC clones Bd4S/3-5 show chromoso-
mal breakpoint only in subgenome Bb and probes Bd4S/
1 + CEN + Bd4L/10 show chromosomal breakpoint only in subge-
nome Br. Within BACs triplet Bd4S/1 + Bd4S/5 + Bd4L/8, probes
Bd4S/1 and Bd4S/5 are mapped to the same chromosome arm of
Br6, probes Bd4S/1 and Bd4L/8 are mapped to the opposite chro-
mosome arms of Bb5. Within BACs triplets Bd1S/7 + Bd4S/
1 + Bd4L/8 and Bd1S/7 + Bd4S/1 + Bd4S/4 and Bd1S/5 + Bd1S/
7 + Bd4S/1, probes derived from interstitial part of the short arm
of Bd1 and short arm of Bd4 mapped to the opposite arms of the
chromosome Br6 indicating the presence of chromosomal fusion
in contrast to genome Bd and subgenome Bb. Moreover, within
BACs triplet Bd4S/4 + Bd4L/8 + Bd1L/8, probes derived from
interstitial part of the long arm of Bd1 and long arm of Bd4 map-
ped to the opposite arms of the chromosome Br5 indicating the
presence of chromosomal fusion in contrast to genome Bd and
subgenome Bb.

Table S1. (a) Relative frequency (%) of polyploid homeologs
detected in the studied Triticum species by our Nearest Diploid
Species Node algorithm across the aligned core genes and their
grafted ranked position (rank) across 100 bootstrap replicates.
Only those occurring in more than 10% of the selected genes in
each accession (see Table 1a, Homeolog-types) were included in
the analysis. Homeologs were classified into nine types (‘a’ to ‘i’)
according to their grafting positions in the diploid tree. Columns
a–i indicate the global percentage of a homeolog-type across 100
random bootstrap replicates from pruned alignments (all diploid
orthologs plus the polyploid homeolog), in which the Nearest
Diploid Species Node algorithm grafted the homeolog in a parti-
cular branch. The branch with the highest frequency is underlined,
and 10% of this value represents the lowest threshold allowed to
include additional branches in the distribution of that homeolog-
type. Only the most frequent homeologs (indicated with asterisks)
were assigned to subgenomes, matching the ploidy level of each
studied polyploid species informed by cytogenetic data (Marcus-
sen et al., 2014). (b) Frequency of polyploid heterologous copies
across genes and subgenomes (homeologous subgenomes infer-
red according to our Subgenome Assignment algorithm) in Triti-
cum polyploid species. All the Triticum homeologs were assigned
to simple subgenomes (containing only one homeolog-type).
Heterolog-types’ ranked bootstrap values are represented as sub-
genomic components in Figure S2. (c) Pairwise patristic distances
between the Triticum–Aegilops diploid orthologous branches and
the polyploid homeologous subgenomic branches of the consen-
sus ML tree based on 48 nuclear core genes, and 181 orthologous
and homeologous sequences. Patristic distances were calculated
with Geneious R11.1.5. Abbreviations of accessions correspond to
Triticum urartu (Tura) (2x, 2n = 14), T. aestivum (Taes) (6x,
2n = 42), T. turgidum (Ttur) (4x, 2n = 28), T. monococcum (Tmon)
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(2x, 2n = 14), Aegilops sharonensis (Asha) (2x, 2n = 14), Ae. tau-
schii (Atau) (2x, 2n = 14) and Ae. speltoides (Aspe) (2x, 2n = 14).

Table S2. List of Brachypodium species and ecotypes and out-
group taxa used in the study. Information on locality of origin,
accession code, voucher code, genome size (GS), chromosome
number (2n), chromosome base number (x), inferred ploidy level,
life cycle, and source of transcriptomic, cytogenetic, genomic and
comparative chromosome barcoding (CCB) data are provided for
each accession. Genome size and chromosome number values
obtained in this work are shown in bold. Vouchers are deposited
in the JACA (Pyrenean Institute of Ecology-CSIC, Jaca, Spain) and
University of Zaragoza (UZ) herbaria.

Table S3. (a) Total filtered paired-end (PE) and single-end (SE)
reads used to build the RNA-seq dataset of the Brachypodium
species, ecotypes and outgroup taxa under study. Newly gene-
rated data are indicated in bold. Crosses indicate transcriptome
data obtained in other studies. (b) Statistics of the assembled
transcripts obtained from the Brachypodium species and eco-
types under study using Trinity assembler. Genes correspond
to Trinity components, while transcripts include all the assem-
bled isoforms. Contig N50 indicates that at least half of all
assembled nucleotides are in transcript contigs of at least the
detected N50 length value. Sources of accessions are indicated
in Table S2.

Table S4. (a) Relative frequency (%) of polyploid homeologs
detected in the studied Brachypodium species by our Nearest
Diploid Species Node algorithm across the aligned core trans-
cripts and their grafted ranked position (rank) across 100 bootstrap
replicates. Only those occurring in more than 10% of the selected
genes in each accession (see Table 1b, Homeolog-types) were
included in the analysis. Homeologs were classified into nine
types (‘a’ to ‘i’) according to their grafting positions in the diploid
skeleton tree. Columns a–i indicate the global percentage of a
homeolog-type across 100 random bootstrap replicates from pru-
ned alignments (all diploid orthologs plus the polyploid homeo-
log), in which the Nearest Diploid Species Node algorithm grafted
the homeolog in a particular branch. The branch with the highest
frequency is underlined, and 10% of this value represents the low-
est threshold allowed to include additional branches in the distri-
bution of that homeolog-type. Only the most frequent homeologs
(indicated with asterisks) were assigned to subgenomes, matching
the ploidy level of each studied polyploid species informed by
cytogenetic data (Table S2). (b) Frequency of polyploid heterolo-
gous copies across genes and subgenomes (homeologous subge-
nomes inferred according to our ‘Subgenome Assignment’
algorithm) in Brachypodium polyploid species. The Brachypodium
homeologs-types were assigned to simple or to compound subge-
nomes (containing more than one homeolog-type) following the
circumscription of bootstrap distribution to contiguous branches
[e.g. Bpho422 homeolog-type ‘g’ showed the highest frequency
for its grafted branch ‘g’ (67.7% BS), but also included the graf-
tings in branches ‘f’ (8.9% BS), ‘h’ (8.1% BS) and ‘i’ (9.4% BS) that
were above the 10% threshold, whereas the homeolog-type ‘e’
only showed a highest frequency grafting to branch ‘e’ (76.2%
BS)]. Brachypodium compound subgenome A1 is represented by
a + b + c heterolog-types in B. mexicanum, A2 by a + b + c + e
and a + c in B. boissieri and B. retusum, respectively, E1 by e + g
in B. retusum, and G by f + g + h + i in B. rupestre and B. phoni-
coides. Homeolog-types’ ranked bootstrap values are represented
as subgenomic components in Figure S3. (c) Pairwise patristic
distances between the Brachypodium diploid orthologous bran-
ches and the polyploid homeologous subgenomic branches of the
consensus ML tree based on 322 nuclear core genes, and 1307
orthologous and homeologous sequences. Patristic distances

were calculated with Geneious R11.1.5. Polyploid accession codes
and estimated ploidy correspond to those indicated in Table S2.

Table S5. (a) Homeolog allelic and subgenomic datasets of Bra-
chypodium hybridum ABR113. Number (#) and percentage (%) of
polyploid homeolog alleles that were detected in the encoding
genes of the 322 selected transcripts in this allotetraploid refe-
rence genome by our Nearest Diploid Species Node and Boot-
strapping Refinement algorithms using orthologous CDS of the
available Brachypodium diploid reference genomes (B. stacei
ABR114, B. distachyon Bd21, B. arbuscula Barb1, B. sylvaticum
Ain-1). The homeologs were classified into seven homeolog types
(‘a’; ‘b’; ‘c’; ‘d’; ‘e’; ‘f’ and ‘h’) according to their grafting positions
in the diploid skeleton tree (Figure S4a–c). The inferred homeolo-
gous subgenomes of B. hybridum ABR113 were selected and labe-
led according to the Subgenome Assignment algorithm.
(b) Relative frequency (%) of polyploid homeologs detected in
allotetraploid B. hybridum ABR113 by our Nearest Diploid Species
Node algorithm across the aligned CDS and their grafted ranked
position (rank) across 100 bootstrap replicates. Columns ‘a–f’ and
‘h’ indicate the global percentage of a homeolog-type across 100
random bootstrap replicates from pruned alignments (all diploid
orthologs plus the polyploid homeolog), in which the Nearest
Diploid Species Node algorithm grafted the homeolog in a parti-
cular branch. The branch with the highest frequency is underlined,
and 10% of this value represents the lowest threshold allowed to
include additional branches in the distribution of that homeolog-
type. Only the most frequent homeologs (b, d) were assigned to
subgenomes. (c) Frequency of polyploid heterologous copies
across genes and subgenomes (homeologous subgenomes infer-
red according to our Subgenome Assignment algorithm) in B. hy-
bridum ABR113; all its homeologs were assigned to simple
subgenomes (containing only one homeolog-type).

Table S6. (a) Theoretical distribution of gene trees obtained from
the program COAL under ILS applying Strategy (i). Only gene
trees showing a topology congruent with the skeleton diploid spe-
cies trees were selected. Each column represents the theoretical
probabilities (> 1%) obtained by grafting homeologous subgeno-
mes (‘A’, ‘B’, ‘D’, ‘E1’, ‘E2’, ‘G’) onto their respective diploid spe-
cies tree branches (‘a + c’, ‘b’, ‘d’, ‘e’, ‘e’, ‘g + h’) (see Figures 3
and 4). Rows indicate the frequency of gene trees with topologies
identical to the species tree with the subgenome grafted to that
branch. The most frequent COAL gene tree topology is highligh-
ted in gray. Species tree topologies are shown in Table S6(c). A(a)
and A(c) = Bret_A2; B(b) = Bhyb_B; D(d) = Bhyb_D; E1
(e) = Bret_E1; E2(e) = Brup_E2, Bpho6_E2, Bpho422_E2; G(g) =
Brup_G, Bpho6_G, Bpho422_G; G(h) = Brup_G represent the sub-
genomes of the polyploids. Ne is the effective population size (in
individuals) for ancestral populations of the tree. Three effective
population sizes (Ne = 5E5, 1E6 and 2E6) were tested. (b) Relative
frequency (%) of observed (Obs) gene tree grafting distribution of
homeologs for Brachypodium polyploids and theoretical (COAL)
distributions according to three effective population sizes
(N = 5E5, 1E6 and 2E6) applying the coalescence-based strategy
(i). Theoretical values were obtained by amalgamating in equal
proportions the column distributions of Table 1(b). Cells with fre-
quencies < 10% were excluded. The final values were normalized
so that each column totals 100%. Theoretical distributions of graf-
ted subgenomes into branches were amalgamated: E2(e) + G(g)
for B. rupestre and B. phoenicoides Bpho6 and Bpho422; A
(a) + E1(e) for B. retusum; B(b) + D(d) for B. hybridum. In addition,
we included the scenarios where B. rupestre was formed by E2
(e) + G(h) and B. retusum by A(c) + E1(e) distributions because of
the high observed frequencies of homeolog graftings in branches
‘h’ and ‘c’ in these species, respectively. Branches that represent
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the most likely placement of subgenomes according to the Subge-
nome Assignment algorithm are highlighted in color. (c) Species
trees used to generate homeologous subgenome distributions
(columns of Table S6a). Branch lengths are given in coalescence
units (CU) = g/2Ne, where ‘g’ is the number of generations. Para-
meters used for COAL were g = 1.5 years and Ne = 5E5, 1E6 and
2E6 individuals. P = B. pinnatum, Y = B. sylvaticum, A = B. arbus-
cula, D = B. distachyon, S = B. stacei, O = outgroup, X = polyploid
subgenome. Species trees were created from the skeleton diploid
tree generated by the standard BEAST analysis (((((P,Y):1.605,
A):4.1,D):3.1,S):26.2,O) in My or (((((P,Y):1.07,A):2.73,D):2.07,
S):17.4,O) in CU for Ne = 5E5, (((((P,Y):0.535,A):1.365,D):1.035,
S):8.7,O) for Ne = 1E6 and (((((P,Y):0.268,A):0.683,D):0.518,S):4.35,
O) for Ne = 2E6 by inserting subgenomes in their respective bran-
ches. To avoid placing the outgroup within Brachypodium we
enlarged the stem branch to 17.4 CU. Theoretical probabilities
were estimated in each case for the 10 395 topologies that could
be computed with 7 tips.

Table S7. (a) Theoretical distribution of gene trees obtained from
the program COAL under ILS applying strategy (ii). Only gene
trees showing a topology congruent with the diploid skeleton spe-
cies trees were selected. Each column represents the theoretical
probabilities obtained by grafting hypothetical homeologous sub-
genomes (ancestral: ‘A’ and ‘B’; intermediate: ‘E’; recent ‘G’) to
their respective diploid species tree branches. Rows indicate the
frequency of gene trees with topologies identical to the species
tree with the subgenomes grafted to that branch. The most fre-
quent COAL gene tree topology is highlighted in gray; this topo-
logy agrees with the observed species tree topology. Branch
lengths of species trees were set to 1 CU (A1, B1, E1 and G1) or
0.5 CU (A05, B05, E05, G05). (b) Relative frequency (%) of theoreti-
cal (ILS) gene tree grafting distribution of homeologs for hypothe-
tical polyploids A + B, A + E and E + G. ILS values were obtained
by amalgamating in equal proportions the column distributions of
(a). Cells with frequencies < 10% were excluded. The final values
were normalized so that each column totals 100%. Polyploid sub-
genomes recovered by the Subgenome Assignment algorithm are
highlighted in dark gray; they correspond to the expected gene
tree topology. (c) Species trees used to generate homeologous
subgenome distributions (columns) of (a). Branch lengths are
given in coalescence units (CU) = g/2Ne, where ‘g’ is the number
of generations and Ne is the effective population size. P = B. pin-
natum, Y = B. sylvaticum, A = B. arbuscula, D = B. distachyon,
S = B. stacei, O = outgroup, X = polyploid subgenome. Theoreti-
cal probabilities were estimated in each case for the 10 395 topo-
logies that could be computed with 7 tips.

Table S8. BAC clones used for the comparative chromosomes bar-
coding analysis.
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